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A computer program, designed to simulate the ordered 
state of the B.C.C. alloy, Fe~l, was used to study the 
effects of irradiation on an order-disorder alloy. 
ii 
Twenty-six runs were made with this program represen-
ting a variety o:f initial conditions. In all cases, the 
final damaged state consisted of Frenkel defects, vacancy-
interstitial pairs; and the distance separating these pairs 
was a sensitive :function of the energy and direction impar-
ted to the primary knock-on. Both the vacancy and the inter-
stitial were found to be normal, stable defects, with the 
interstitial residing in a nsplit 11 -con£iguration oriented in 
the (110] direction. 
The threshold energies for permanent atomic displace-
ment were also :found to be strongly directionally dependent. 
The [100] direction proved to have the lowest threshold 
with a value o:f 22 eV (:for a chain of all Fe atoms) for the 
directions studied. The threshold for the [110] direction 
was about 44 eV, while that :for the Llll] direction was 
not determined because of its very complex behavior. 
"Replacement chains" were prevalent in the [1001 and 
the (110] directions. After an initial energy loss o:f 
about 10 to 15 eV, the replacement chains progressed with 
iii 
relatively little loss oi' energy per atomic collision. 
"Focusons" t-tere also prevalent and served as the pri-
rnary mechaniam i'or dissipating energy i'rom the collision 
chain. This mechanism was operative in the [100] and 
llll] directions and was especially noticeable during the 
11def'ocusing" collisions. 
The def'ocusing replacement chains were introduced at 
energies of' about 110 eV and knock-on directions f'rom 1 to 
1 • .5° away i'rom the l100] and [1111 directions. The 
energy dissipation along a dei'ocused chain closely .resembled 
the "thermal spike" concept; while, the extensive expansion 
of the lattice near the end oi' the def'ocused chain (espe-
cially in the llll1 direction) was reminiscent of a "plas-
ticity spike." 
The presence oi' aluminum atoms had a strong influence 
on several oi' the dynamic events. The small mass oi' the 
aluminum a toms present in the [1111 chain impeded the prog-
ress oi' the replacement chain; while, the defocusing in the 
l1001 and [111] directions was enhanced by the aluminum's 
low mass and high mobility. 
Disordering was i'ound to be most significant in the 
def'ocused chains. The (100] and (1101 replacement 
chains containing all iron atoms showed no disordering when 
the iron atoms exchanged places. Since the aluminum atoms 
were not replaced in either the \1111 direction or the 
[100] (alternate iron and aluminum atoms) direction, no 
disordering occurred. The disordering in the defocused 
chains arose £rom the general mixing of the lattice atoms 
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For the past twenty years a great deal of work has gone 
into the investigation of the effects of irradiation on 
materials. The interest in this subject has arisen from the 
observation of significant physical property change~ that 
occurred after materials had been exposed to large dosages 
of neutron radiation (rvto20nvt). The effects induced in 
metals and alloys have been of particular interest as most 
nuclear reactor components and associated structures were 
metallic in nature. The importance of metal behavior 
under conditions of irradiation was brought to light by 
the occurrence of gross structural failures; especially, 
the failure of -a number of reactor pressure vessels. The 
need to insure safe nuclear reactor operation resulted in 
a flurry of testing of the effects of radiation on spe-
cific materials to be used in the construction of nuclear 
facilities. 
The obvious shortcomings of this approach were soon 
realized and efforts were begun to study the more basic 
mechanisms involved in radia tion damage. It was felt that 
a knowledge of the damage mechanism, operating in certain 
pure metals and alloys of different structures and composi~ · · 
.. . 
' 
tions, could be extrapolated to predict property changes 
in any other metal or alloy. 
One of the most promising approaches to date involved 
a high speed computer used to simulate, numerically, the 
damage produced by a single knock-on of moderate energy 
(10 to 100 eV) in a lattice of any desired configuration. 
The purpose of this thesis ts to present the results 
of investigations carried out with such a computer program 
2 
designed to represent the body centered cubic, ordered alloy. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
3 
Before entering into an explanation of the experimental 
procedure and results, some background is needed into the 
structure and properties of FeJ-1, and, of special interest, 
the results of irradiation damage experLffients perfo1~ed, to 
date, on order-disorder alloys in general. 
A. The Ordered Alloy System 
For a long t~e, it was assumed that the placement of 
, atoms on lattice sites during the formation of a binary sub-
stitutional solid solution resulted in a completely random 
arrangement of solvent and solute atoms on the lattice sites. 
That this might · not always be the ca.se was first postulated 
f'rom chemical properties by Tammann in 1919 ( 1) ; hm-tever, 
the strongest evidence was furnished by the presence of 
superstructure lines on X-ray diffraction patterns, observed 
first in CuAu by Johansson and Linde (2) in 1925. If the 
composition of an alloy could be expressed in a stochiometri-
cally simple formula AB or A3B (or, at least, very near to 
these ratios} then it was possible for the atoms to occupy 
specific sites on the lattice, and the structure was said to 
be "ordered." When an alloy had become ordered throughout 
some "domain," it was said to have developed a "superlat-
tice." 
In some binary systems, such as copper and gold, the 
chemical activities or the solid solutions exhibit negative 
deviations {3). These deviations were often considered as 
evidence that unlike atoms had a definite attraction for 
one another; or, at least, a preference for neighbors or a 
different atomic species. An interesting result of this 
effect occurred in the copper-gold system where the atoms 
alternate on the lattice sites in such a way as to · e~ the 
maximum number o:t: unlike atomic bonds (Cu-Au) and the mini-
·-------- .. - ---~---·· ·- ---·--·-~··-----~- ... ·--· -· ~- · .. ·-···--------... --... -.--~ .. --........ - .._ .. ~,. ... - ....... ._ ____ ,,_ ...... .. ---... 
mum number of' like bonds (either Cu-Cu or Au-Au). Under 
.,_.-- ----..,.. _ _.-.-.. - ...... --_... ____ .. ___ _ ... _ ....... __... ... __ .. ___ _._.. _ __ , _ _,__ .....,_.JI!* 
these circumstances the gold atoms had a statistically 
larger number o:t: copper nearest neighbors than random occur-
renee would dictate. At elevated temperatures, thermal 
motion was too great to allow the formation of large numbers 
of atoms into ordered structures. As the temperature was 
elevated, thermal vibrations increased until some atoms 
possessed sufficient kinetic energy to break their lattice 
bonds and exchange positions with neighboring atoms. The 
breaking of unlike bonds and the formation of more like 
bonds was energetically unfavorable and increased the free 
energy of the system, introducing a driving force to re-order 
the system. The two opposing :!:actors, namely, the attraction 
of unlike atoms :t:or each other and disrupting i~luence of 
thermal motion, led to the condition known as "~· 
order. 
On heating to a su£~iciently high temperature, called 
the "~:r_i.t~~~'" the superlattice disappeared 
rather sharply with the loss of long range order; while, a 
certain amount o~ short range order always existed due to 
the attraction or unlike atoms. The disappearance of the 
superlattice bore a strong resemblance to a solid lattice 
on melting. Since at __ j:;he critical -temperature, the __ ord.er.ed 
~-·-··-~ ····· - - -- -··· · . 
2!".~~;r?~g ___ ~_ta.te__,_ _  J~n.er.gy_J:!-~ 9, _  :t.a ... be - - ~suppJ..i.ed .. _to ___ dest.r._Q.y __ t:;:Q,.~~-
---- .supe-r~--mu.ch--.as --the __ h.~~:t_ J>-! .. ~__,f.u__sj,_Q:p._ .. l:f.~ _E3 .. _ :p.~~ded_.t_o .. m~~t 
the s_9_li.d, Unlike the isothermal energy absorption asso-
'1"_ .. . --~-- --·- • 
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elated with the heat of fusion, the energy used in destroy-
ing the superlattice was absorbed over a range of temperatures 
below the critical temperature, and appeared as an increase 
:in the heat capacity in this range. 
Another ~actor that often aided thf) formation or an 
- - - ------... - -·--·· .. ·-~--- --·- - -~ ---- --- ..... ~ .. 
_ordered state _l"{g-~ __ a.. .. .ditter..enc e in . ...siz.e--be.:t:w-.e.en. . ..the_ .. a :to.m.ic. 
~.Recies,_iny:Q!Y~~. Darken and Gurry (4) have indicated thai; 
• 
an ordered structure could most easily accommodate a differ-
ence in atomic radi.i. There was a limit, ho1-rever, to the 
size dif'ference ~or which~he ordered state could exist, as 
-- -.- u QR '1"1 A W" .... Jli!J' :ljt . tt:~1·\~~~t.ol...,.__..,..w:._...,__.-t. .. .-.......t"O'&~~~"'~"J>·o.,..,f'"""'tot "'- ... ._,. • .,..,_, 
vras evident in _ i;~e B.c.c~ (:body-centered cubic) structure 
when the body center sphere was so small that it could not 
be tangent to all the corner spheres simultaneously even 
though they were all in contact with one another in the 
6 
densest arrangement. 
The iron-aluminum system, see Figure 1 (from Hansen and 
Anderko (5)), involved a complicated set of superlattice 
arrangements~ Bradley and Jay (6) had investigated this 
system thoroughly using X-ray diffraction teclmiques and 
found that in the range 0 to 25 atom per cent alumintun no 
superlattice, or long range order, was detectable. In the 
range 25 to 50 atom per cent, a superlattice structure was 
evident that existed even after the alloys were quenched in 
the same manner often employed to disorder ordered alloys. 
As the aluminum content was increased above 25 per cent, 
tl1e degree of order was increased and there was a continuous 
change in the lattice parameters. This provided clear evi-
dence that an ordered structure allowed a better atom fit 
and a more dense s.tructure! ... It was interesting to note that, 
although the coordination number for B.C.C. was 8, each atom 
had six second near neighbors that were just slightly far-
ther away than the 8 nearest neighbors. The iron-aluminum 
system with 25 atomic per cent aluminum (Fejl) did not rorm 
in the same way that other conrraon A3B alloys such _as Cu~u 
form. Darken and Gurry (4) noted that the F.C.C. structure 
was more amenable to an alloy with an atomic ratio or 3:1, 
while the B.C.C. structure was particularly suited to a 1:1 
ratio. The unusual occurrence of Fe~l (see Figure 2} as a 
B.C.C. structure was explained by Darken and Gurry as aris-
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between iron and aluminum. Mott and Jones {7) concluded from 
this that the aluminum atoms could have no aluminum nearest 
neighbors, and, in fact, they have no aluminum as second 
nearest neighbors in the Fef-~ structure. Half the lattice 
points, those that lie on ~ne simple cubic lattice, were 
permanently occupied by Fe atoms. ~~.~- .~l,:l.9.Y . . YQ~-~- - !?.~~.ved, 
with respect to the development of' order, as __ ~.Il A~ _ J~_: 1} 
alloy. ~e,rgy ... -G{)nsi_Q._~.~i;!~_Q.:O.S .. - 'Xl.e.l.' .. {L~~J~!.~f!.~d .Jl~Jl.QJt ... ~.o.~ . 
... ---·----··· ··~ .-. 
energy state exists when an aluminum atom l;'iad all gis.s.imilar 
.--- ·--- - ·------.. ,.,._..,._,_,.. __ _,__.,.,-,.,~~-,.o•.-_..._""_~-~......._-·, &.,.~•-• •..-.-.·-;W>''""~ "'''"".r.,. ....,.._.,_.,. . ,:.;,.,.,._..,,.~ ·.,.all<" ~ •Y• ...... ;lO ...... MIIi,.,..!"''fl 
neighbors. , 
~ 'I'~-- ........ ~--
B. Radiation Damage on Order-Disorder Alloys 
Initial~y, studies of order-disorder alloys vTere :for 
purely academic reasons; however, it soon became apparent 
that certain physica~ and ·mechanical properties, such as 
electrica~ resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, and hard-
ness, were sensitive functions of' the degree of' order pres-
ent. Quantum mechanical calculations indicated that the 
electrica~ resistivity of' a completely ordered state should 
be zero while that of' the opposite, completely disordered 
state, should be in:finite. Although this ideal case only 
held in theory, there existed, in ~-~~ ... ~.!.J.::.~I.~~· -- ~--~~k~9, 
decrease in the resistivity of' the allq:Y.~iUt,..i:t .. "li~nt, ..  J.:~..QitL ... a.. 
...._ __ ~...... .,. ....... --.... .,.'-'~<'--__,_~ ... -~-.....,..--;--,_-~,..,.:,.,,.,.,.,tf.itt""' ..... ';rW•',. , .... ,-, ...... _ 
disqpJ].ered t.o.-.an-OM.er..e.d_..s_t.ate. It was soon realized that 
these property changes might well :furnish an external meas-
ure of' the rearrangement of' lattice atoms which would go 
10 
unobserved in most pure metals and alloys. 
The important part order-disorder alloys have played 
in radiation damage studies had arisen ~rom the sensitivity 
of property changes to fast particle irradiation. This 
sensitivity existed because order-disorder alloys differed 
from random alloys and pure metals in the ~ollowing ways 
(8): 
a) .changes th~~~:yJ :te.d....f.I!.om. di,sp~~~CL~.:t2mLmi~t.-. 
~bserved _ eyfln a.fter the displaced a toms,_ ba,.d_:c.e.t~:t9 ~.-..... -~.-.-..... ..,..... ... _____ .. -~ .......... ~.,- ......... ,-~ ..... . 
-~~-::.9:?~~ru:-~-~d!-_~1:~E..LJAa.Y.a_.:tb,e__de~~-9J:._Q.:r.9:~.~~·-~!.i~t:~,9--· 
Similarly, any exchange o.f a toms induced by radiation, 
unobservable in pure metals and random alloys, resulted in 
an altered degree o.f order. · 
b) S~~~~YE~~al and mechanical properties 
' _,..,. .,....:..... •.. "'=""• •··-·..:-. ~·~·u....-. _.,~-····· ~ · ...... " ~-..·: ..  , .... .,.,.. ... ,,. . ..... . , ...... •., .. . • .. ... -.~~ ...... ... ·--··-
o:f.'_ -~-~~!'.J ... -~n9.--~~~-- -~~-J~-~-e:D..tl ... tQ.Ql, ... ,:C:.or ... ,q:uant-ih.ta-&:i:v.a . _deta.r-
~~-i!i.gna._QL..:th~;LJllagn.it.ude._g_~ radiati.g,P.:, ~dama.ge • 
........ -. o·:> •· ,..~,, ,.,_, , •. • ., · ~ , ., .,. . ,..,., •• -~... . ' 
When a .fast particle traversed a lattice, it might lose 
energy by one o:f several methods; however, .for the purpose 
of this study the most important of these will be that which 
led to the displacement o.f a lattice atom to t:orm a , F:r::~:pJ}:e! . ., 
de.fect; that is a 1.Cacancy-interstitial pair. This energy 
loss occurred through elastic collisions between the moving 
~_...,- ................. ~ .. ._-~ .... -...... ~-~ ..... -lit.._~ ................. . ,.,,,......._, .. ..-...... "'·' .. '·· •' ··· - ~ · ·--·~' 
p~t~~~J::.~~t_!.9l!a!731!.Qm~.., According to Billington 
and Crawford (9), i.f in an elastic collision the energy, E , p 
ll. 
6p ) lr-1 
transf'erred to a stationary a tom was grea tar than some h"~rg_~~'tJ 
threshold, Ed (Wigner energy), then the stationary atom 
would be displaced £rom its normal lattice site and, most 
often, would come to rest in a non-equilibrium or intersti-
tial site. Threshold values o£ 10 to 30 aV f'or monatomic 
solids had bean reported. This value was about f'ive times 
. ... . ... . ··• · - · ·-·-·· . "· · ..... ~ · -~ --· __ ,. _______ __ ... 
the" _-~:J:!~;rgy __ J.'Q~ ___ thermal g~:g.eration. o£--Frenkel -dei'e..cts, 
' . ,._ ....... .. · ·-~-- · .... ····· ..... ··-· ... •· - " . 
' because the displacement occurred be£ore the surrounding 
lattice had had a chance to relax. The process described 
above, where the f'ast particle displaced a lattice atom was 
called the "~11 and the ·atom that was displaced 
was called the "~' If' the energy of' the 111mock-on, 11 
Ep, was much greater than Ed then the "knock-on" might 
assume the role o£ the projectile and cause secondary and 
tertiary displacements. 
The above process of def'ect f'ormation should not be con-
strued as the only process. This simple theory does not 
provide for the multitude of' other mechanisms that have 
since been proposed to explain the results o£ radiation dam-
age studies. Before proceeding with a review o£ the studies 
that pertain most directly to the subject of this research, 
Fa3Al, some o£ the most important dynamic mechanisms will be 
discussed: 
a) In the "displacement model" a lattice atom was 
removed from its lattice site by a secondary collision with 
the resulting £ormation o£ a Frenkel def'ect. An alternate 
12 
mode ot: damage, the "replacement collision," was first pos-
tulated by Kinchin and Pease (10). They proposed that the 
moving atom might impart sut:ficient kinetic energy to the 
stationary atom ~or it to escape its lattice site; but, in 
so doing lose enough energy to become trapped in the poten-
tial well o~ the vacan~y. This process might be called a 
~~j:_~~~~-~~.?X~~'t. (a.fter Billington and 
Crawford (11)). Although this mechanism was unobserved in 
pure metals, it was significant to property changes in 
order-disorder alloys. Leib.freid (12)(13) recognized the 
possibility that tj1.ere Jldght_.be .... . ~ ... .. $.~~.ies .. o.e ... ~.eP~-~-C..§P.!~-  
c~~-~~ng3-g~_ye~--~:rxs_1?._?.-_!;h~g-~~-~~i-~ ___ gir.~.9_1!~Q!l (such 
as (100] direction in Fe_fl). The f'inal conf'iguration 
might be a vac~ncy and an interstitial separated by a long 
chain o.f replaced atoms. According to Leib.freid, this 
"replacement chain" would be expected to produce a large 
number of displacements detectable in a superlattice alloy 
such as Cu~u. 
b) Brinkman (l4) .found that, f'or primary energies 
below 500 eV, collisions of' heavy atoms may be considered 
r 
using a hard sphere model, and the mean f'ree path between 
collisions became comparable to, or even smaller than, the 
interatomic separation. I.f this was the case, then indi-
vidual displacements would have little signif'icance and the 
end o.f the pa. th o.f the primary a tom would be marked by the 
formation o.f a relatively large volume of' disturbed material 
( ""103 atoms). Brinkman predicted that this region should 
contain a. large number o:f Frenkel pairs, regions of mismatch, 
and dislocation loops. The "displacement spike" was very 
difi'erent i'rom the "thermal spike 11 (below) since the primary 
was conceived o~ as a projectile plowing through the lattice, 
disturbing or churning up atoms along its path; although, in 
the end, the two spikes reduced to the same type of' phe-
nomenon. The. only evidence remaining af'ter a thermal spike 
Should be the products of the reactions that occurred during 
the passage of' the spike; while, the "displacement~· 
-.....__.,.-.~-  
':'ou~-~--~-~--~~-~~-~~~~~-~--- ~~-~~ -- -~~~--- ~5?~.i;~gn . ot .. P9.~-~ t .. 4~fe.~ .i? .~ 1 
dislocations, mismatcP,.~_g_ P.~~9nS, and more drastic disorder-
~--------·----· ...... --.... ·----~ - ·~ .... - · ., .. : ~ ... .. ....... ... , ... . .. . . ....... .. -. . . ..... ... .. .. ... ~ •.• • ~<> -•·-·· " · ,. ..... .... - --~~ - - - • . _ •.. , ..... .... . · . .••• . ~ ·· · ··-- ·· · _,. , .... ~ .p. '• '"" ·h~ - -· ..,-.• ... ~-
~_! •... . 
c) Seitz (15) noted the similarity between the lattice 
vibrations associa~ed with the passage of' a knock-on and 
those due to thermal ei'fects. According to Seitz, the dissi-
pation o:f a large amount of energy as the dynamic event 
slowed down caused the volume of' the crystal immediately 
surrounding the dynamic event, called the "thermal spike" 
region, to behave as though heated to temperatures in excess 
oi' J.OOO~ :for a period o:f time on the order of J.o-11 seconds. 
This 1 a cal baa ting, . followe,g bi: a -~'!AP.s.~_gy~nt rapid _co.oli:g,g-, 
might help eEJ~ai:t?- .. S?!l!~-~~~-5!:h.§.Q~~-<?.:t: ~JJ:Q~lg...t:ti.c.es, 
t" ~
phase changes ,.k and . :thruwla.l.w.g~~.ll2w:t!-2f-_9.~_g,ts • The 
resulting chang~ __ s_hg_gJ:.d approximate that fg:u.n.d .. afte_~.A§_g._t.-
··- · - ---·----~--- --.... . . . . __ ___ _ ___ _ __ · • • ·•-• •· ~ O · ·•• - -• "' • • • ._ , '' ' · · ~ · <W o•' · O , ,o •_., , . • • '" "'"", " ' -
~J~JL_!l.-Jlig.l:L~§n.tpfU.'a.tur~~~mci~.:t;.h.~.E.:~w~11Pi-<ll~--9.~~ECfl.ipg • After 
:t'urther consideration, Seitz concluded that the amount or 
disordering in cu3Au expected -rrom a thermal spike was insu"£-
£icient to account for the exper~ental results. There was 
still good evidence, however, that ~~g~;e~ 
In the theories discussed above, the ordered arrange-
ment of the atoms on a crystal lattice was almost completely 
neglected, and the basic treatment of displacements and 
spike phenomenon was a random arrangement of atoms resembling 
the real crystal in density alone. 
d) In order to help explain the difference between the 
amount of disorder caused by the thermal spike model and 
that actually observed in cu3Au, Seitz and Koeh2er (16) 
:introduced the concept . of the ~~" They pos-
tulated that the expansion and deformation of the surround-
ing crystal during the sudden heating and cooling of the 
thermal spike might contribute to the disordering o:r Cu:fu• 
Dislocation loops produced in the high temperature region 
~would be available £or deformation. Billington and Craw:ford, 
however, pointed out that the total disordering of Cu:fu by 
strain in the absence o:r irradiation had not been observed; 
thus, the importance of this mechanism should be discounted. 
e) Silsbee (17) was the :first to consider the e£:fe ct 
that crystal structure might have on radiation damage. The 
model that he proposed :for t-~-~-·-l:gy_gJ.:y.~-~,-~e~~,~::g:,~ 
SEe r gy;__ or ~Y 8.!!~~-r fl.ong __ ~--~~e-:l2acl.fJ~~~ o:r 
1.5 
atoms in a series ~!..2f.Q.y1:!.~:!Pg . cq~~B.~ 11 This mode o:r 
.... .. ., ................ __ ... _ __.,..,.. llil -o-=-~w !81• 
damage might take on two basic 1'orms. ~1' the energy of: the 
initial kno~k-on, E, lay below some threshold energy, Ez, 
(o~E ~E ) then 
- --,_ ···----. z 
and this corresponded to the propagation of' a "f'ocuson. 11 ~If 
the energy, E, ~as ~reater than the threshold value, Ez' but 
less than some upper limit, E:r, (Ez< E < E:r), then ~-~~~ 
.... ~-~-.. 
~~~:~~.BP£~.~· The resulting dei'ect, called the 
11dyna.mic crowdion," t.;as physically very similar to · the 
"replacement chain,n as pointed out by Leib.freid, only in 
this ca.se in a close packed direction. Since this mechanism 
died out rapidly, as the di1'i'erence in atomic masses in a 
binary alloy increased, it was not expected to play a large 
role in disordering cu3Au. 
The ei'f'ect of' nucl.ear bombardment on order-disorder 
reactions in alloys has received a great deal of: attention. 
Order-disor~.~~-~!£.¥.!1 .... ~ ~~;t1 suiteUQ....R.a~:t?-~o~--~ge 
studies since they often exhibit l §.rge _:ph;r_s~c~rppe~~ 
---·- - ---------- -
changes as ~.~ ~£,,~,~----~!-S>.~£l~£J.;! ... ~l. t~..t:.~.c:h. CuJ--u, C~Pt, and 
CuPd all. show a marked resistivity decrease upon ordering, 
and the ef1'ect that irradiation has on order-disorder reac-
tions may be int:erred 1'rom these resistivity changes. There 
are numerous other properties that are sensitive to the 
degree of' order. For example, the ordered state in Ni3Mn 
(18) is strongly 1'erromagnetic, while the dis order ed state 
is not)and the Curie temperature of' PtCo (19) alloys is 
dependent on the degree of order. - ~agnetostriction, mag-
netic anisotropy, and coercive force are also knOlfn to be . 
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:rune tions o:f the degree of order. 'Jll_~ ___ mo . s.t ... imp.o.r.t.ant .. .m.e.as.~ .. 
ure, however, of the degree o:f long range order is the 
presence o:f superlattice lines in X-ray diffraction pat-
·--------·.;--.--.. --~-·-- ~--.. ·---... ----... ----~ ... -·----~ 
The :first experiments on the ef'fect o:r radiation on the 
order-disorder reactions were per:ror.med on Cu~u by Siege~ 
(20), who observed that the electrical resistivity became 
progressively higher during neutron irradiation of the · 
ordered alloy at room temperature while no resistivity 
change was observed :for the disordered state, other than a 
slight increase due to transmutations. X-ray patterns later 
confirmed the decrease in order. Siegel f'ound, using Seitz's 
method of defect calculation, that the amount of' disordering 
introduced by irradiation was greater than expected by dis-
placements alone, and it was necessary to employ the 11 ther-
roa.l spike 11 concept to explain the results. This experiment 
might tend to confirm the thermal spike idea, but Kinchin 
and Pease (10) argued that the duration of' the spike was not 
sufficiently long to produce the results seen, but a modifi-
cation of Seitz's calculations, using the 11replacementn con-
cept, could adequately explain the results. Seitz and 
Koehler (16) concurred with Kinchin and Pease on the short 
duration of the spike and suggested, instead, that the ther-
-·----... -
mal stress around a spike might be sufficient to cause 
-~--...... - ... -·---- ·.-.---~ ... _, ... ~~ ·-· " "'" " ___ .... ~ ..... .. - . . ..,. . - . __ ...... ... ............. , .. ~- .... .. --... ···--. , ., ,~ .............. -... ~ .... ·-··-··· ····· ··-.- ...- ... 
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plastic f'low in the immediate neighborhood., and __ t.h~.:t; .. .. th!~-- ----
"--------·------.. -··~~,.- ··-- ~ · ~··~· ... · ·~~-~ ~·· -·-· · "-·-· ~ .... ~ ,.-· ............ ~ ... ----- -, ..--......... ...... ........ " ... -" ...................... . 
.,._~~~~ ·-~~~:~.~-bl:l_~-~Q .. _th~ ... 9A?.£~g~_:r_:tng. 
Kinchin and Pease were the f'irst to consider the possi-
bility of' atomic replacementsJand this model was later con-
sidered in detail by Dienes and Vineyard (21). They 
developed an analytical scheme to calculate the ratio or 
the number of' replacement to the number of' displacement 
events, given by 
"0 d ,....~tA ~<;) ~~-{}- . 
·~ = 1.614 
v di "' ( -~ J.ny-IA tb, .~
where Er was the energy needed to cause a replacement 
(Er < Ed) • A ratio of' Ed/Er ~ 10, considered reasonable by 
Kinchin and Pease, gave a. ratio or replacements to displace-
ments of' 4.7, considerably less than a ratio o::r 10 to 1 
first proposed by Siegel in 1949 yet suf'.ficient to explain 
the rate o.f disordering in ordered Ni3Mn. and in the proper 
direction f'or disordering in the Cu~u system. It should be 
realized, however, that the above treatment was highly s~­
plif'ied since it assumed a monatomic solid; where, in real-
ity, this :pr.o.ce.s.s ... \'ra.s. _  gf_ .. P.!Q.§~ - -~RQ;r.tanc~L.t9_~ .. . <:1.~~()~_?-~?:~S of' 
.--
Any appreciable di.ff'erence in mass 
~~~~------------------------------
would have an important influence on the displacement and 
replacement probabilities. 
In the cu3Au system, .first Siegel and then Brinkman, 
Di;x:on, and Meechan (22), using 9 MeV protons and 33 MeV 
alphas, indicated that the number of' displaced atoms, 
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produced by irradiation, alone was not s~~icient to cause 
the amount of disorder noted. 
Of special interest was the discovery by D. E. Thomas 
( 23) that radi~~_c_oul.d.-hot.b....-di.sQ..~~e.~~ 
and order a disorde~ed a~~ thus increasing the complex-
- ----
ity of the problem, since ~-~~j;-~.--.C?~ .... C?:rft.~~~:tlg _ Q;r __ disorder~ 
mg nQw 't:@S a ~UE:_c ti_9.!!.-Q.i:_.the ____ d.~_g.r_~e __ gf_ o~d~~~l.r~~_g._y 
_1Wesen_t. Ordering was attributed in cu3Au, by \'lalker {2l.t-}, 
to (n, ~ ) recoils which were capabl.e of imparting about 50eV 
to a gold ato;m· which increased:. the probability of an ordering 
reaction. According to ____ ~ __ ( 25), the extent of ordering 
.__- - ·-·-.. . ~ .. -
~~---~.9.---~--g~E-~!~£~~9-i§-~j .. Qn.~ .. do.se .... d~.P-~nd.~q ___ Qn. .. the numbev o:t 
va_~-~~ i~~...Q.~~_g,t.eg ___ ~P..d .... ~-__g.y~az~ ... APD.!'b.er .. o:r ··· j-umps --bef'or..e 
~~~~~~-~-~~:?:~- In Cu_t-u, two types o:r ordering were f'ound by 
Dugdale (26} to exist, each requiring a di~:ferent number of 
juraps. Tlle easy method invol ved....:t{le motion Q.t.._:t!ge_ ?- toms tg 
~orrect wronesl'l ~=!-~~--n~_§:.~e~~--~ ~.:!:~~~1:!. ... and the hard-
~thod involved correcting___}:f£~~<Ln~~r~s_:!L 
~eighborsL- Rudman (27) later noted that this effect could be 
explained by the homogeneity of' vacancy concentrations, 
especially in the neighborhood o:r sinks where the concentra-
tion was round to be less. Experiments of' Siegel (28), and 
Cook and Cushing (29) implied that approximately 104 atoms 
were rearranged per primary knock-on. Blewitt and Coltman 
(30) found that this number was too low by a factor or 100 
to explain the amount of ordering seen in above room 
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temperature irradiation experiments on cu3Au, and could only 
justi:fy the results by ass~~--J~h.?.:~---~----~~-~-~-~-- - -~~~-~~- --·?.:f 
~~-~-~~--:-~-~~ .. -E~-~-~-~n:t:! ... t .Q .. c.~'JJ~~-. j:;b,e , . .or.de.r .ing.. Brinkman, 
Dixon, and Meechan ( 31) have proposed that t;h.~ __ _  y_~cgncy . :w:~.s.. 
the de :feet causi~-C>.~9:~£l.ng ,._..s..ince- .the ___ .numbeL.k£U>~g __ , 
~--------------- . ); . 1f _!Jl~reased_~~-- !_he _____ 3:~~?.c~~--~em~~-~..!!~~L . .!.Qr __ _ c_.;{~U..~ .. W.~.JJ. .. 
~~r~-~-~_g_, -~<!_~g t ~h-~.:ca:.t.tL.ai'~---or-G~ng __ :t_ncr_~~~-~----~-9.£!'~~: 
pondingl:y;. _ Since the copper atom could not easily displace ,,
a gold atom into an interstitial position, the migration o:f 
interstitials should not be responsible :for ordering. 
C. Radiation E~~ects on Fe~l 
Betts (32) studied the e:f:fects o:f neutron irradiation 
on Fe3Al and :found, at constant temperatures, the resistiv-
ity o:f the ordered alloy would increase during irradiation, 
and the disordered alloy would decrease. Saenko (33) :found 
the change 2:._~ electricg pro~~t.ieJL...QC..Curred....a.s..~ the 
!_eng range ord~r w,.M__~...ing_.d~...th~.....§U.P~~-­
structure destroyed, The resistivity o:f the irradiated dis-
ordered alloy increasedJ which was evidence that ~_Q_:m,~--.9.! ..... ~~~- - ---
. . ' ~ 
displaced a toms were returning to 129-e:i:_;r__~-~~-~~q~_§i.:!!~- The 
___________ w .. ~ • .., • • ....,*_• ______ ..,,.,., ______ ,. ________ .,.,,. • .,. _.,_,.. • 
return of some superlattice lines in the X-ray dif:fraction 
patterns also con~ir.med these results. 
Toma (34) investigated Fe3Al and concluded that dis-
~~r:_~~a~.-.N-~h~ ... P.!'_Q..c;!1::lc"l!.i.Q..J;t_QL.d.is..I>.l.~.£.~~~-~~-~FJ:ke~.-· 
~d ~£§..~~! .. ~2-~-~ .. !~-~~-.. tlJ._aJL. di§~.t._t.b.sl ... J.QP-S ... .r.~P,g~-~---~.!::9:.~~-~ 
He also found that the vacancy-interstitial pairs and 
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interstitia1s produced by replacement collisions were metas-
table at elevated temperatures, sinc~ __ th.a __ ~_e _ .o_;L orde~~ 
increased as j~.h~_:tJ~lllp-~t-ure .. -w--a .. s--..J..o:w..e~.ad. 
~------·--·--~--··----
D. Computer Studies 
In 1960, Gibson, Goland, Milgram, and Vineyard (35) 
proposed a method of investigating radiation damage that 
required no assumptions concerning 1f.~t.-..  fQ~ ... th~ .~~~.g~~t 
configuration would take. This, also, provided evidence to 
·--- --- . . _ __._ .... ---~-'"--· -·-- - ,. 
support mechanisms that had been presented .to explain radia-
tion damage phenomenon and evidence to disprove others. 
Previous attempts (36)(37)(38)(39)(40) to describe radi-
ation damage events had required drastic approxima tiona and 
it was generally assumed to consist of a sequence of inde-
pendent two body collisions between the stationary and mov-
ing a toms, with the "knock-ons"- nio~ing :freely bet1veen 
collisions. The atoms were treated as though randomly ori-
ented and the ?nlY relation to the real material lay in a 
consistent density. The binding o:r the atoms to the lattice 
had been taken into account by assuming that the atoms would 
be displaced i'rom their stationary positions i:f, and only if, 
endowed with a kinetic energy greater than some threshold 
energy, Ed, usual1y taken to be about 25 eV. j By the ci~ 
~, the ·damage configuration was assumed to be a complete 
sat of a l~Jl.-Ulllb -~E.-!?.~--9!~E-~.!?!~~!-~---~~-yg._q_?.!J._C?_!~§ ... iti .. ~tJ?i_p ~ 
u~~~.9ml! over __ ... a . ra.t.h~-~- -§ITJ~l.-.. r .egion •. <t" ~er"'[us~ii1 
~d~ls) based on many body interactions, have been developed 
_._ ... --~ 
2l. 
out of the necessity of explaining experLmental results that 
were inconsistent with a simple vacancy-interstitial cascade 
. . 
modal. The thermal, displacement, and plasticity spikes, 
discussed previously, ware of this nature. These models 
vary so much in detail that they were difficult to relate 
with one another, and to date no adequate explanation has 
been presented to resolve these differences. It was on this 
basis that Gibson at al. (35) concluded that a numerical 
approach might prove more informative than .the previous ana-
lytical approaches had been. 
Such a scheme involved considering a crystallite com-
posed or a rather large set of atoms (500 to 1000) inter-
acting with central two-body forces, with the stability o£ 
the lattice maintain:ed by supplying addi:f;ional forces to the 
surface atoms_ to simulate the binding efi'ect of the crys-
tall~te being inbedded in an infinitely large crystalline 
matrix. The dynamic event was initiated with all but one of 
the atoms at rest on their normal lattice sites. The one 
moving atom corresponded to the primary knock-on, with some 
arbitrary velocity and direction as though just struck by 
some bombarding particle (such as a neutron) • A high speed 
computer then integrated the motion oi' the primary·knock-on 
and the other atoms with which it interacted, indicating 
Changes in energies and positions of the atoms as they col-
lided until, eventually, as the kinetic energy died away a 
stable coni'igqration was i'or.med. 
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Investigation· of the .energy and directional dependence 
o~ the damage process were iqvestigated by making a series 
o£ "runs" with a wide variety or initial conditions. By 
estimating the initial positions o£ the atoms and then fol-
lm·Ting the motion of these as the crystal relaxed, it was 
possible to determine the stability o£ various defects. 
No ~ther details o£ the program or method of calcula-
tion will be given here since the program o~ Gibson et al. 
was very similar to the one used in this study and the 
details may be :round in the following section on experimen-
tal procedure. 
The first program of this type was designed to represent 
the F.c.c. lattice o:r copper. Numerous "runs" were made with 
a wide variety o£ initial conditions representing both 
static and dynamic events. For the "static11 calculations 
the positions of the atoms in the defect were estimated and 
!fue atoms in the computer generated crystallite were given 
these coordinates. Starting from rest the motion of the 
atoms was followed until a stable, or equilibrium, con£ig-
uration was reached. Artificial damping techniques which 
set the kinetic energy equal to zero whenever it reached a 
maximum were often employed to speed the attainment of 
equilibrium. In some cases, i.~ was -nec·eas.ary.: ... .to.. .. -inl.par..t. a 
sl igh:t.. j n i tial...JllO;ti:ea-·--:to __ _s_ome . . o:f ... the ... -.atoms.-.. to._.s.p.o~l ... th~.-~.12~r­
.fe-c.t.-.~.:tl."Y. .. -o-!. . ....t.h~-.ai!~.ang~m~nt and avoi~ .'.~g~~d center•• 
. . '' ' ........ ~·· ..... ... ·--· - ~ . .... . .. ~- .. •' . . -- -~· ··· --~····· .......... ..... - .... 
positioning, which had lead to i'aJ..~e .. ~q":l:!l..~~:t_'.~a. 1- • . _______ .. ____ __ _ __ --- - - .•. •• · - -·· ··· · ··· 
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The results of the static calculations indicated that' 
the ~acancy was a normal defect and the near neighbors 
relaxed inward about 2 .• .5% of the equilibrium distance (.[2 
in terms of unit cell length of 2.0) to help fill the void 
created by the vacancy; while, second nearest neighbors, 
and even some more distant atoms, relaxed outward about 
1/20 as far as the near neighbors inward relaxation. The 
interstitial was also investigated thoroughly and found nott 
to reside in the center of the unit cell cube but, rather, in 
a "split interstitial" configuration in which it shared· a 
lattice site with another atom, the axis of the pair lying 
along a cubic· axis wlth a separation of about 1.2 (again, 
where the lattice constant in the same units was 2.0). 
This configuration · was originally postulated by Huntington 
and Seitz (38)(41), but, its stability was not established~ 
until this numerical approach was developed~ 
It was also possible to che'ck the stability of two 
' 
versions of the ·"dynamic crowdion'' referred to as the 
"site centered" and "space cen.tered" models (42). In no case 
was the crowdion found to be stable, but the rate of decay of 
this defect was so slow as to indicate a fairly "flat'' potential 
in the neighborhood of the defect; and, it was felt that a 
slight change in interatomic potential might make it stable. 
The results of the "dynamic runs" are, by the nature of 
the events studied, much more complex tha n the static r esults; 
so, to simplify this review only the major conclusions drawn 
by Gibson et a~. wi~~ be presented here. 
The resu~t of irradiation at low energies was ~ound to 
consist o~ interstitia~s and vacancies, in conrir.mation o~ 
what had been earlier conc~uded. Thresholds for per.r.~nent 
atom displacement of 25 eV in the (100] and [110] direc-
tions and 85 eV in the [111) direction indicated the strong 
:inf'~uence that direction and crystalline structure had on 
tne dynamic events. 
Even more interesting was the presence o~ "co~lision 
chains" propagating in the c~10] and tlOO 1 directions 
with especially low energy loss in the (1101 direction, as 
was anticipated by Si~sbee (17). Focusing was prominent 
below the surprisingly low thresholds of 30 eV in the (110) 
and 40 eV in the (~oo) directions, and chains with ener-
gies of 25 or 30 eV were found to transport matter and energy 
in the manner o:r a 11 dynamic crm·rdion" producing an inter-
stitial at the end of the chain. The dynamic studies also 
added justification to the idea that more replacements were 
produced than displacements, as was anticipated :from the 
studies on order-disorder alloys by Silsbee (28). 
Shortly a£ter this study was completed, Erginsoy, 
Vineyard, and Englert (43) introduced a second, modified 
version of the Gibson et al. program, representing the B.c.c. 
alpha iron lattice. It was fe~t more insight could be gained 
by studying a representative sample of a different crystal 
structure. In general, the results of both the "statictt and 
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"dynamic" calculations coni'irmed what had been concluded 
.from the F.c.c. copper program. The vacancy was, again, 
round to be stable with near neighbors relaxing inward about 
6% or . the ff equilibrium near neighbor separa~ion and the 
second nearest neighbors relaxing slightly outward. As in 
the case or the F.c.c. lattice, a "split" configuration was 
the stable state ror the interstitial atom; however, the 
orientation in the B.C.C. lattice was along the (110] axis, 
while that in the F.C.C. lattice was along .the [100] axis. 
The complete series o:r "runs," made to test the stabil-
ity or various :ror.ms or the Frenkel derect indicated in all 
cases that close pairs were unstable against recombination 
and the min~ separation :ror the stability or a pair was 
particularly large in the (1111 close-packed direction. 
Second neighbors were also unstable against recombination 
and the same strong orientational dependence o£ the minimum 
11stable pair" separation was .found in both the F.C.C. and 
B. C • C. models. 
The results or the "dynamic" runs were closely parallel 
to those obtained .for copper . in that 
CQ~pos~Q,___p~<Lf- F:cenke.l . _"P.~.~ .. -.~D.£. ... J~~~ -~-~.:th.~;!.-~~.~~-- -~.D.:!l.~ · 
th~de or ~a~-¥.~~J~;t-~-~.-~~.12~~£,~~J! .. -2E:~-~.!!~~~~:Y"§~.l 
s;truct~e,_. The "key" m~.Q..bg.n:i.§!ll _ _ .t9Y-__ Q4.~placement at low ener-
---~-·~·----~ ··---·- ·-~--......  -.......... -~-.. -· ..... -··-··-··-·-¥~-- -·  ... ··-~"' 
gies was the "rep1acement11 collision by a kn.ock-O_fu where the 
·· ··-~---..... ~ ·- ---...·-·-----~----... --·-·- ---.. _ ... ,, ... _A' .... ·-----.... •. ---.... ..._..- ·-
knock-on itse1£ never went into an interstitial position but 
replaced one o£ its neighbors. Whether this was a £irst, 
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~econd, or third nearest neighbor depended on the initial 
direction o£ the lmock-on. The "collision chain," probably 
the most important mechanism .!'or separating the interstitial 
and vacancy, was round to be prominent at threshold energies 
in the (1111 and \_100) directions and at higher energies, 
about 100 eV, in the C1101 direction. 
Again, the threshold energy .!'or permanent atomic dis-
placement was strongly directionally dependent. The easiest 
direction .!'or permanent displacement was near (100] at an 
energy of' about 17 eV. Threshold energies of' 3~ and 38 eV 
were needed .!'or the (110] and flll] directions respec-
tively, with the direction dependence based on the position 
and extent of' the potential. barriers f'ormed by the neighbor-
ing atoms. Actually, the lowest thresholds .!'or the above 
mentioned directions occurred at a f'ew degrees of'f the axis, 
where the threshold was limited by replacements outside the 
sphere of' third neighbors • 
. 
Vineyard (44) made a third modif'ication of' the basic 
program to incorporate the order-disorder concept into a lat-
tice representing Cu~u. Unf'ortunately, only a few runs were 
made with this program, but the results reported indicated 
that extensive disordering was f'ound under all conditions. 
Rudman (45) indicated the need for more computer stud-
ies, especially on order-disorder alloys. It was the pur-
pose of this present thesis to attempt to add to the 
knowledge obtained through the use of computer programming 
by studying the B.C.C. ordered alloy, Fe~l. 
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Chapter III 
. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Model. 
The model emplo.yed in these calculations was designed 
to represent the completely ordered state o£ the Fe~l alloy. 
The computer program (Appendix A) generated· a l2xl2xl2 lat-
tice (unit length was equal to one £ourth the unit cell edge) 
composed o£ 559 atoms interacting with central two-body 
£orcas. An additional constant £orce was applied to the 
atoms on the sur£ace o£ the crystallite to insure a stable 
B.C.C. con£iguration with the proper lattice spacing. For 
static equilibrium the constant £orce was chosen to just 
bal.ance the attraction or the £irst and second near neighbors 
bel.ow the sur£ace. Vineyard (42) pointed out that this 
£orce gives an increment o£ the total. binding energy propor-
tional to the increment o£ volume £or small displacements or 
the sur£ace atoms. The £orca could represent any binding 
energy that was a £unction o£ the volume and varied at the 
right rate to balance the Morse potential attractions. The 
conduction el.ectrons in a monovalent metal represented this 
£orm o£ binding and, thus, the constant sur£ace £orce, to the 
rirst approximation, represented the cohesive e££ect o£ the 
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conduction electrons·. 
Since the model crystal was a rectangular parallele-
piped, the ~orce was normal to ~ace ~or atoms located in the 
face, normal to the edge (along the (110] direction) ~or 
edge atoms and directed along the cube diagonal toward atoms 
on the corners. It should be noted that this was not purely 
a central-~orce model, so that the Cauchy relations did not 
have to be applied to the elastic constants. It was ~ound 
in the early runs that a very small initial error in the 
value o~ the constant ~orca would lead to signi~icant sur-
face atom migration as the program proceeded and it was 
necessary to adjust the ~orce constants through a variable 
parameter (RVT) until the constants were determined to su~­
ficient accuracy. 
The crystallite was considered to be embedded in a crys-
tal or in~inite extent. To apply this to the program it was 
necessary to supply additional spring rorces to the sur~ace 
atoms proportional to their displacement rrom their normal 
lattice positions to simulate the reaction or the surround-
ing continium to small displacements or the surrace atoms. 
Because or the nature or the B.C.C. structure, additional 
spring rorces were needed ror the layer or atoms just below 
the surface. These were taken, more or less arbitrarily, to 
be about one two-hundredth as large as the spring constant 
ror the sur~ace atoms. Both the spring constant and constant 
surface rorce were calculated arter the lead or Gibson et al. 
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(35) and a more complete description o~ the calculations 
will be .found in App.endix B. In order to dissipate energy 
from the crystallite and thus aid the system to attain an 
equilibrium con.figuration, Gibson et al. and Erginsoy et al. 
(43) added a viscous .£orca to the sur.face atoms which was 
proportional to the negative o.f their velocity. Vineyard 
(46) suggested that i:f the computer program were not run .for 
an excessive length or time it would not be necessary to 
supply the viscous :force, since no appreciable e:f.fect would 
be observed during short runs. There.fore, the viscous .force 
was not employed in this program. The reasonable reaction 
o.f the sur.face atoms when unintentionally involved in a 
dynamic event tended to justi.fy the approximate validity of 
the treatment given the sur.face atoms. 
B. The Interaction Potential 
At the present time there is a great deal that is not 
known about a~omic interactions. Some in.formation was 
available describing the interaction potential of atoms at 
very close approaches, through particle bombardment experi-
ments, and at relatively large separations, but little is 
known about the .for.m that the potential must take at inter-
mediate separations where the bulk of' the calculations .for 
this program must lie. There.f'ore, whatever potential is 
selected can, at best, be only an approximation. 
In order to incorporate as much realism in the paten-
. tial as possible a combination o.f three potentials was 
~ployed with each potential app~ying over the range of 
separations for which it appeared most suited (see Figures 
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3 and 4}. Girifalco and Weizer (47} have stated that if any 
central, pairwise, interaction potential function were to 
adequately describe the atomic interactions in a stable 
crystal, it must satisry the following conditions: 
a} 0(r) must possess -a minimum at some point r=r0 , 
b) 0(r) must decrease more rapidly with r than r-3, and 
c) all elastic constants derived from 0(r) must be 
positive. 
The Morse potential ~ction satisfied the above conditions 
and was employed by Girifalco and Weizer with considerable 
success to describe a number of cubic metals in terms of 
their elastic constants. 
Leamy (48) used the Morse potential to determine a 
heuristic model to explain the order dependence of the elas-
tic coefficients in the iron-aluminum system. In his model, 
the constants for the Morse potential were determined from 
the equations for the elastic moduli in terms of an inter-
action potential, with the values of the elastic constants 
obtained experimentally. The Morse potential, with the con-
stants determined by Leamy for Fe~l, was used in this pro-
gram to describe the atomic interactions at ~elatively large 
separations, r > 1.30. 'l'he near neighbor separation (in the. 
same units) under equilibrium conditions is .[J and thus lies· 
1n the range of the Morse potential·. 
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The Morse .t'unction employed is given by the equation: 
~(r)~ D ~ exp (-2C((r-r0 )] -2exp (-~(r-r0 >1j .{1) 
where: 
D ::: O. 6205 eV r 0 :: 2. 0000 units 
~ = 1.6280 units-1 
Since the crystallite was stable with only second near-
est neighbor interactions considered, the Morse potential 
was cut of£ at an interatomic distance o£ 2.5. It should be 
mentioned that this same potential was used in the calcula-
tion of the constant sur.face .forces (see Appendix :S). 
For the intermediate separations, 0.7<r<l.3, a Born-
Mayer potential, chosen originally a.fter the work o.f Hunting-
ton and Seitz (41) on point de.fects, was employed. The 
constants .for this .function were obtained by equating its 
value and slope to that o.f the Morse potential at a separa-
tion o.f r=l.3, with the resulting equation: 
~(r):::A exp(-Br) (2} 
with, 
A= 6550 and B = 6.1500 
For the closest approaches, r<0.7, a screened Coulomb 
potential was deemed most reliable, and this .function was 
extrapolated directly .from the Born-Mayer potential at a 
separation o.f r:0.7. The Coulomb potential is: 
0 ( r) = ( 0. 7 I r) A exp ( -Br} 
with, 
A= 6550 and B = 6.1500 
(3) 
The Morse .function was considered the most accurate o.f 
the three and, there.fore, no attempt vias made to investigate 
the e£.fect of altering the constants in the .function on the 
experimental results. The constants in the Born-Maye~ 
potential were changed by matching the .function with the 
Morse potential at a separation o.f r=l.J5. The change had 
little e.f.fect on the threshold energy in the [100] di~ec­
tion and no .further changes were attempted. It should be 
noted that this combination o.f three potentials was .first 
used by Erginsoy, et al. (43) in work, desc~ibed previously, 
on B.c.c. alpha-iron. 
c. Calculations 
Solving a complete series o.f exact di.f.ferential equa-
tions describing the motion o.f the entire set o.f atoms would 
require a substantial rumount o.f computer time. This method 
o~ calculation inherently eXhibits more accuracy than was 
necessary, especially in light o.f the approximate nature o.f 
the interaction potential. It was decided that a central 
di.f.ference scheme would be more e.f.ficient, as it would allow 
for sur.ficient accuracy with reasonable speed. 
Let the ith atomic coordinate be designated at any time, . 
t, by xi(t) and the associated velocity by vi(t) vrhere i=l,. 
. . . , 
lite. 
N is three times the number o.f atoms in the crystal-
The .force on the ith degree o.f .freedom will be a 
function o.f the position o.f all o.f the atoms, and the .force 
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may thus be wri tt,en as: 
<4> 
If' m is the mass o~ the particle under consideration, then 
the classical equations of motion become (dots represent 
derivatives with respect to time): 
<5> 
i=l,2, ••• ,N (6) 
In applying the central difference scheme we replace the 
time derivatives by finite differences with some arbitrary 
time interval A t (see Appendix C for units used in calcula-
tions) and calculate new coordinates at each integer step 
and new velocities at each half integer step. 
Thus: 
v. (t) - (v. (t+-~t/2) -v. {t-At/2) )/At 
1 - J. l. 
x.(t~At/2): (x. (t+At)-x. (t) )/At 
~ ~ ~ 
( 7) 
(8} 
By manipu~ation o~ the above equations, we obtain those 
used in the computer programs: 
v. (t+At/2)=v. (t-llt/2) + At m-1F. {x (t), •• ,x.. ... (t)) (9) ~ ~ ~ ~ .1'i 
i=l, 2, ••• ,N (10) 
Starting at any arbitrary time ( t) vTith a complete set of 
positions, xi(t}rs, and velocities, vi(t-At/2) ts, the 
machine iterates on these to calculate a new set of coordi-
nates x. (t+ l\t) and velocities v. (t~tlt/2). This new data is 
~ ~ 
then used to calculate positions and velocities of the atoms 
at t~e, t~2~t, and this process is repeated successively 
~or t~3At, t+~t, etc. 
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The optimum choice f'or the size o~ 6 t depended on .. .'the 
max~um velocity of' the most energetic atom. If' the chosen 
At was too small, the program 1-rould require excessive com-
puter time; while if' the time step was too large, a sign~f'i­
cant error would be introduced into the calculations through 
the approximate nature of' the central dif'f'erence scheme. 
The choice of' ~t had been studied closely by Gibson, et 
al. (35), with the same program run with a variety. of' time 
increments. Good results were obtained f'or max~ veloci-
ties corresponding to an energy of' about 25 eV and At:l1 
~or energies of' 100 eV, At=l/2. At higher energies, about 
400 eV, A t=l/4. Since the present study involved, predomi-
nantly, energies in the range 30 eV to 60 eV, D.t=l/2 was 
employed f'or all the early stages of' the dynamic events. 
As the energies of' the atoms were decreased through 
interactions, the time step was increased to speed the forma-
tion of' a stable end configuration. For some longer runs 
~t "1/2 w·as used f'or the f'irst 60 to 70 time units and then 
increased to CJ. t =1 f'or the next 10 to 20 time units to insure 
the presence of' an equilibrium state. 
The central dif'f'erence technique lead. directly to a 
strict energy conservation 1alo~, analagous to the energy con-
servation laws of' classical mechanics. This case could be 
seen by noting that the equations: 
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V -r ( t+At/2) + V. ( t-At/2) =At-l(X• ( t+At) -.x. (t-At)) (11) 
..... ~ ~ l. 
and 
were multiplied together to give: 
(m/2) ( v i 2 ( t+i\t/2) -vi 2 ( t-At/2) 2 ) = F i (.x:l..( t) ••• ,~( t) )..::-
l/2(xi(t+At)-.xi(t-At)) (13) 
l.fu.ich demonstrated that the .increase in kinetic energy, for 
the ith degree o~ freedom in any one t~e step, was equal to 
the effective work done during that same t~e step. Equa-
tion 13 was written for each time step and summed over all 
the time steps from t=O to t=T, where T was the total t~e 
of the program run. From this, the master conservation law 
could be implied: 
K(T) -K(O):: -(0(T)- 0(0)), ¢(T)-=¢(X(T),Y(T),Z(T)){l4) 
where K(T)wo.s the total kinetic energy of the system at t~e, 
T, given by: 
N 
K(T): (m/2)lYi2 (T+At/2). (15) 
i=l 
0(0) - 0(T) uJq~the sum of the work done by alJ. the conserva-
tive forces in terms of finite differences, andwasessen-
tially a form o£ pseudopotentiaJ.. I£ M~a~the total number 
of t~e steps such that, MAt~T, then: 
N M 
0(T)-0(0) = -L. 2_ F.(~ {M4t), ••• ,XN(MAt}) -~-i~l t::l l. . 
(16) 
with ¢(0)=0 initially. In the limit, as At-.o, the summa-
tton approaches a Rie.mann-. integral and (3 ( T) . approaches ·the: · 
class-ical potential energy function v(r). 
The kinetic energy was calculated at each tXme step and 
us~d in equation 16 to calculate the pseudopotential 0(r). 
The classical potential v(r) was also computed at the same 
tme step .from its analytical. .form and compared with the 
values of' 0. If' the di.f.ference in the two values was greater 
than some preset tolerance, the computer repeated the same 
calculation. I.f the di.f.t'erence was still too large, the pro-
gram was exited and an error message was printed. · If' the 
di.f.ference was less than the tolerance, the machine pro-
ceeded to the next t~e step. Although the value of' the 
discrepancy rarely exceeded a value o.f 1 in these calcula-
tions, the tolerance was normally set at 10 to allow .for the 
possibility -' vthere speed or convergence was more important 
than great accuracy. 
In order to solve for the .force exerted on the ith 
. . 
particle, it was necessary to know the position coordinates 
of all the other particles with which this particle might 
interact. This could be accomplished .for each particle by 
scanning all the other particles for interactions, and the 
time .for this could be cut in half by saving the interaction 
.force of i on j .for when the .force o~ j on i was needed. 
Even at this rate, the t~e .for the search process would 
increase as the square o.f the number o.f pa rticles. 
A. Larsen (49), who did the computer programming .for 
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Gibson, et al., reported the use o:r a 11 search box" technique 
that reduced the search time to a linear ~ction o:r the size 
or the crystallite. This same scheme was employed in this 
program. 
In the "search box" method, the crystallite was divided 
into boxes one ~ourth the unit cell length or Fe~l on each 
side with the limits or the volume described by these boxes 
as: 
-.5<X<.IA+ .5 
-.5 <. Y < IB + .5 
-.5 < Z <. IC + .5 
Where IA, IB, IC, were the crystallite dimensions in the X, 
Y, Z directions, respectively. 
From the X, Y, and Z coordinates or the center or each 
box, an identi:rica tion number w o.s determined by: 
(17) 
with o( = IA+2 and~::. IB+2. To determine the box in which a 
given particle was located, the coordinates or the particle 
are substituted into the equation ror the box identirication 
number. Box (J) was an array in which the particle number 
or numbers corresponding to a given box location were stored 
and in which a maximtnn. o:r three particles could be located 
simultaneously. The only interactions which are considered 
important Here those o:r the near neighbors, so only the 
interactions with particles in the same box and neighboring 
boxes were considered. Those neighboring boxes that might . 





(to eliminate corner boxes from consideration). A table of 
movements was set up for each or the 27 possible atom loca-
tions and these increments determined the coordinates or the 
boxes to be searched. Obviously the table or increments for 
the surface particles was smaller than the corresponding 
table for an interior particle. The array IDUX contained 
the length of these tables and the array IAUX contained the 
subscript of the first entry in each table. 
Chapter IV 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Using the computer program previously described, a 
series o£ twenty-six dynamic events, representing a variety 
o~ knock-on directions and energies in a basic 12 x 12 x 12 
B.c.c. Fe~1 crystallite, have been investigated. In order 
to simpli£y the presentation or the results, only those 
events that were most representative will be discussed £ully 
wnile a complete listing o£ the runs perror.med will be 
£ound in Appendix D. In all £igures in this section depict-
ing damage events, the large open circles represent atoms in 
the plane under consideration; while the smaller circles 
represent atoms in the plane immediately below. Both large 
and sniall circ~es that are "crossed" indicate aluminum atoms 
and the open circles indicate iron atoms. 
A. Dynamic Events in (100 1 Direction 
The £irst dynamic event originated in the (100) direc-
tion with an iron a tom at position ( 6, 6, 6) endo1-red 't-ri th an 
energy or 46 eV. The mechanics o£ this event soon extended 
beyond the boundary or the crystallite. Figure 5 depicts 
the smne e.vent initiated at an iron atom on position (2,6,6) 
at the far side or the crystal in an attempt to contain the 
najority o~ the dynamic sequence. In Figure 5, the point A1 
narks the initial position o~ the knock-on with the motion 
o~ this and all other atoms in the two planes indicated by 
the solid lines originating at the circle centers. 
As the 46 eV knock-on was displaced to the right along 
the l100) line of Fe atoms, its kinetic energy decreased. 
This decrease was initially relatively slow, but as the 
bod.'l.:.C?e~~-~~~-- --~-~?~ .. J:P1 and P2 ) belO:ti _:t;h(:) __ :pa-t?I?:. gt .the knock-
on and the two bod~-centered atoms above (not shown), the 
'-----.. ·~---~··---, ··~~#<~. - ~·---~--.................. __. ........ ..., ........... .--.-·,···---..... ... , .. -c·•~ . .-.- .•.. • .•. . . -.·· · · . . ... .,J.,. 
deer~~~~--~~~- . ~:Z:-~-~.~-J.:¥.-~.?. C..~?.:-~-~3:.:~~.9:· By the time the knock-on 
had reached the apparent saddle point o~ the barrier, B1 
(midway between A1 and n1 ), its kinetic energy was reduced 
to just below 30 eV. After passing the saddJ.e point B1 , the 
kinetic energy continued to decrease very rapidly, due to 
the repulsion or the second atom in the chain at n1 (4,6,6). 
~ c1 .the knock-on was nearly stationary with an energy ot 
.~8 eV. Figure 5 shows that the knock-on replaced the 
second atom at ?l and this atom, likewise, extended the 
"replacement cha.inu through positions E1 (6,6,6) and F1 (8, 
6,6). 
After 80 time steps, the program was terminated with an 
interstitial termed somewhat past F1 and a vacancy remaining 
at A1 • The atoms ~orming the barrier pJ.anes, such as P1 and 
P2 , expanded sl.ight1y away ~rom the path ot the knock-on as 
it passed and subsequent1y returned to their normal lattice 
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sites. The atoms at G~ and H~ relaxed slightly inward to 
rill the void created by the vacancy. 
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The relation o:r the positions o:r the atoms in the 
11co~lision chain11 to the time, measured :from the initiation 
o:r the knock-on event, may be seen in Figure 6. It should 
be noted that the distance o:r closest approach between the 
atoms in the chain was very nearly a constant with only a 
slight increase apparent as the "collision chain" progressed 
and the kinetic energy pulse died away. 
Figure 7 (bottom) shows the change in the magnitp.de o:r 
the kinetic energy pulse ror successive t~e steps. The 
initial kinetic energy drop between peaks K.O. and x1 was 
about 1~ eV, while the kinetic energy drop between X~ and x2 
and all subsequent peaks was approximately 5 eV. The minima. 
in Figure 7 corresponded to the minimum kinetic energy o£ 
the moving atom just past the equilibrium saddle point (B1 
in Figure 5). The minimum kinetic energy or the system 
remained :fairly constant throughout the run as indicated by 
minima in Figure 7. 
A series o:r runs were made with energies ranging £rom 
20 to 50 eV in the (100] direction to determine the thresh-
old level :for permanent displacement. For a t1001 chain . 
o:r entirely iron atoms, such as the event described above, 
this threshold was :round to be about 22 eV. 
B. Focusing Collision in [1001 Direction 
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Figure 8 depicts a 107 eV knock-on (at A2) initiated 
with an iron atom at (2,6,6) l.SC away from the [100] direc-
tion. The propagation of this knock-on was essentially the 
~e as the 46.0 eV case described above with the eventual 
occurrence or replacement collisions at B2 (4,6,6), c2 (6,6, 
6), D2 (8,6,6), E2 (10,6,6), and F2 (12,6,6). An intersti-
tial formed past F2 with a vacancy left at A2• Note that 
the degree o:f defoc~:_!.nc,re~.~-~1! . ~s the. chain -f>l!agx:assed •• 
Not shown in the figure \vas the tendency for the collision 
chain to d~~us prerer2.-l!.:~J:it.1.J.:x~<i.Q1iJ.l1i~g__, .in,.J(D&_...::~ . ....Sir~<?.E~ 
toward ~~--::.~~~-- -~-~_<?~~- at P]:I f-4, etc. Notice in Figure 
-·---8 that the elevation o:f the path of atom B2 at point T1 is 
.0300 units below the plane of action, while at T2 it is 
.0062 units above. The small motion of the atoms immediately 
surrounding the collision chain was very similar to that seen 
in the 46 eV case, Figure 5. 
The curve at the top of Figure 7 indicated that an 
energy of about 13 eV was needed to initiate the defocusing 
events, while on1y about 4 eV was lost at each subsequent 
collision. Again the minima corresponded to the minimum 
kinetic energy associated with an atom when it trras located 
at the equilibrium saddle point rormed by the potential bar-
riers at P1 , P2 , P3 , P4, etc. The tailing ott of the 
kinetic energy curve, top of Figure 7, and the less distinct 
maxima and minima near the end of the curve indicate the 
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direction; thus, the effect of the potential barrier planes 
along the (100] direction was being reduced. 
A second (lOOj focusing collision chain was tried 
with the srume knock-on energy (l07 eV) as the previously 
described run as shown in Figure 10. The location of the 
knock-on site was an aluminum atom at (3,1,5) instead of an 
iron atom at (2,6,6). The knock-on site was point A5 in 
Figure 9. The aluminum knock-on, A5, made one complete 
oscillation in its potential well during the 55 time steps. 
The iron atoms in the collision chain showed a simple defo-
cusing motion, while the aluminum atoms exhibited more 
drastic behavior. Defocusing of the displaced ato~ and 
energy was prominent along the chain with an especially 
large degree of defocusing occurring at the aluminum atom, 
a5 < 7, 7, 5>. 
A series of replacement collisions occurred along the 
tlOO] chain at the points c5, n5, and E5. An interstitial 
would have occurred considerably past F5 had the crystal 
been large enough to contain the entire event since at the 
point F 5 the kinetic energy pulse had only been reduced to 
. a value of 69 eV from the knock-on energy or 107 eV. It 
ahould be noted also that from the time the displaced atom. 
E5 passed the point F5 the kinetic energy pulse remained 
at or about a value of 69 eV. 
The most significant point to consider in this trial 
was the formation of a vacancy at B5 and not at the knock-on 
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site, A5, as in the other replacement collisions studied. 
A tom H5 was displaced in the negative (100] direction 
because of the oscillation of the aluminum knock-on at A5• 
The surrounding ato~ at P1 , P2, P3, P4, etc. that 
£ormed the (100] potential barriers alternately dilated 
and contracted to allow the passage o~ the atoms in the 
collision chain. 
c. Dynamic Events in the \:llOJ Direction 
A C1101 collision chain is shown in Figure 10 initia-
ted by an iron atom at position A3 , (3,3,7)Jwith an energy . 
of 50 eV. The knock-on replaces the iron atom B3, at (5,5, 
7). 
A series of 11.f'ocusonsn in the \_100) (at c3, E3, and 
D3, F3) and (111] (at P1 , P3 and P2 , P4) directions focused 
the majority of the energy of the kinetic energy pulse away 
from the (110] collision chain. This resulted in the dis-
placed atom fr9m B3 not possessing sufficient energy to pen-
etrate the potential barrier formed by atoms P1 and P2 and 
thus it was trapped in the srume potential well as the origi-
nal knock-on atom. The two atom2 then formed a di-intersti-
tial at B3• The arrangement of this split-interstitial was 
similar to that observed by Erginsoy et al. (43) except that 
the center of gravity of the interstitial pair was located 
to the right o.f' the location determined by Erginsoy. 
Figure 11 shm.;s the positions of the a toms in the 110 
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collision chain with respect to time. It should be noted 
that the atom originally located at G3 {position X= 7 in 
Figure 11) was initially attracted to the interstitial atom 
B3 {position X= 5) be£ore being repelled and £orced in the 
positive t110] direction. 
As in the ~100] study, , a series o£ runs corresponding. 
to a variety of primary knock-on energies was made to deter-
mine the threshold ror permanent displacement or an iron 
atom in the ~10] direction. The threshold for displace-
ment of the iron atom located at (3,3,1). described above 
was round to be about 44 eV. Several additional runs were 
made in the (110] direction starting with an aluminum atom 
at location (3,3,5). The mechanics or the dynamic events, 
involving a chain or aluminum ato~, were essentially the 
same as for the all iron chain. Again, the threshold energy 
ror permanent displacement or an aluminum atom was round to 
be about 44 eV. 
D. Dynamic Events in the ~1111 Direction 
The events described up to this time involved collision 
Chains containing atoms or only one species, either all iron 
or all aluminum. As indicated in Figures 12, 13, l4, and 15, 
the mechanisms involved in the motion or the atoms in a 
\111) collision chain were much more complex. Figure 12 
Shows that the motion or the aluminum knock-on (50 eV) 
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its potential well with corresponding little motion of the 
iron a toms .along the chain. In no case was an aluminum 
knock-on displaced permanently from its normal lattice posi-
tion. Figures 12, 13, J.4, and 15 shm-1 the marked effect that 
the position or the aluminum atoms, relative to the knock-on, 
has on the mechanics of the dynamic events. It may be seen 
in Figure 15 that the maximum motion of the ato~ along the 
collision chain occurred when the knock-on was an iron atom 
followed in the collision chain by an aluminum atom. 
Figures 16 and 17 show the relation of the positions of 
the atoms in the collision chain to the time for a 50 eV iron 
knock-on and a 50.7 eV aluminum knock-on, respectively. The 
motion of the iron atoms in both figures is very similar to 
the motion seen in Figures 6 and 11 for the t_100] and 
~110] directions. - ~ --·- ·-. 
The only event, initiated in the Llll] direction, to 
result in a permanent displacement of an atom was for a 
knock-on energy of 89 eV. In this case the displaced atom 
~ms not the knock-on, but, rather, an iron atom five atomn 
down the collision chain. 
Figure 18 shows the attenuation, with time, of the 
kinetic energy pulse for the 89 eV and 50 eV runs. Unlike 
Figure 8, the curves do not show the steady decrease in the 
energy peaks and the relatively levelness of the minima. It 
should be ·noted, from the curves, that at an 89 eV lmock-on 
energy, 16 eV wa~ required to initiate the collision chain 
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and about 6 eV was required in the 50 eV knock-on case • 
. For the purpose of illustration, the peak at x2 {top 
of Figure 18) was assumed to be the first true maximum 
kinetic energy peak after the K.O. (knock-on) peak; then, 
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by averaging over the 4- previous "apparent" maxima the 
kinetic energy lost per collision was found to be about .5 
eV. \f.hen the same reasoning was applied to the bottom curve 
in Figure 18, at point x3, the average kinetic energy lost 
per collision was .found to be about 1.8 eV. · 
E. Focusing Collision in C111] Direction 
Figure 19 shows the ei'fect of an iron knock-on, A4, 
(3,3,3) directed 1° above the l1111 direction with a 
kinetic energy of 107 eV. Replacement collisions occurred 
at B4 {4,4,4), Cq_ (5,5,5), n4 {6,6,6), E4 (7,7,7), F4. (8,8, 
8), and G4 {9,9,9). Near the end of the collision chain (G4, 
~- and I 4) the lattice structure in that area was expanded 
greatly with an interstitial formed in the neighborhood of 
~ and H4. A vacancy 1-tas .formed at A4, while the neighb~r­
ing lattice atoms (P1 and P2) relaxed slightly inward to 
help fill the void at A4 created by the vacancy. 
It is apparent .from Figure 19 that a number of 11 f'ocuson11 
mechanisms were evident in the \}oo] and [111] directions 
aiding the dissipation or energy from the collision chain. 
0 - 0 · .· 0 0 0 0 (llO]~t 0 
§ @ @ . . @ ® P · @ D.ot] 
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Figure 19 107 eV Fe Knock-on 1.0° from ~1111 Direction 
Chapter V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
This was the ~irst extensive computer study or Fe~l, 
or or any other ordered alloy, thererore the results or 
this study could not be compared directly to similar vrork. 
There were however a number o£ points in this investiga-
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tion that could be compared with the work on pure copper by 
Gibson et al. (35) and especially pure alpha-iron by 
Erginsoy et al. (43). 
It was evident rrom this investigation that the £inal 
damaged state, in all instances where the primary knock-on 
energy was above the threshold level, was composed primarily 
o£ Frenkel derects, vacancy-interstitial pairs. Also, the 
di...;,.,..c.." s..::......:..t_an.:...:c:._e~s.:...e.:..::..p.:...a-=r_,~_t;:,..J..;;:; ng~:.......;t~h.;:..e~v..;....;.;;acap.c~.-anct .int e ;_a s ti t~~n ~E_'r~!!:. .. _. 
energy or the primary ~!.:=~~ In only one case ( (_llO 1 ) 
Figure 10, was the primary knock-on ever round to go into an 
interstitial position rather, .as in the cases or both pure 
copper and pure iron, the knock-on repla ced another neigh-
boring atom so that the interstitial originated down the 
collision cha in. -
In the (110] direction, Figure 10, the knock-on was 
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found to reside in a split interstitial configuration with a 
second atom as postulated by Erginsoy et al. for the alpha-
iron. The center of gravity of the interstitial pair did 
not reside in the center of the potential well, as did 
El~ginsoy 1 s, but rather to the right of the point of inter-
section of the [lllJ axis and (llOJ collision chain as 
:indicated by Erginsoy as the center of the split-intersti-
tial that he proposed (see Figure 10). This configuration 
couJ.d not be considered as thoroughly stabilized, however, 
and a longer run may have shown the formation of a more 
site centered system. 
The vacancy was also a normally stable configuration. 
The near neighbors relaxed inward to partially .fill the void 
.formed by the vacancy. 
"Replacement chains" vtere very prevalent in the [100] 
and \1101 directions and presented the primary method of 
matter transfer. An initial kinetic energy of about ll eV 
(Figure 7) was· lost furnishing the potential energy needed 
to initiate the replacement chain in the [100} direction 
(for a chain of all Fa a toms) • Each of the (100] potential 
barriers formed by the 4 body-centered a toms surrounding the 
replacement chain absorbed about 5 eV compared with 5-6 eV 
obtained by Erginsoy et al. (43) for alpha-iron. 
As in the case o.f iron and copper, the threshold ener-
gies needed . to cause permanent atomic displacement in Fe3Al 
were strongly dependent on the direction of knock-on. The 
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thresho1d energy for an iron atom in a (1oo] chain of all 
iron atoms was about 22 eV as compared to 17 eV for alpha-
iron (from Erginsoy). For permanent displacement in the 
\_1101 direction, the atom had to pass through two _barrier 
planes ~ormed by the asymmetrical arrangement o~ atoms 
around the l1101 axis; whereas, an atom displaced in the 
Q.oo} direction needed to overcome only one barrier. The 
presence of ·tv1o barriers caused the threshold energy to ba 
substantially higher in the Cll01 direction than in the 
(1001 direction; i.e., 44 eV as compared to 22 eV. In 
alpha-iron the (1101 threshoJ.d was considerably lower -
about .34 eV; however, in both the iron and Fej-1 the thresh-
ol.d in the Q-10] direction was twice as high as that in 
the \}oo1 Cl.irec tion, showing good agreement bet1-ween the 
two systems. 
In the \.1001 direction most of the kinetic energy 
pulse remained in the co11ision chain with very little being 
lost to the atoms surrounding the chain (about 5 eV per 
potential barrier). In the Q..1o] direction, however, much 
of the energy was "drained" from the replacement chain by a 
series of 11focusons" in the ~10] (Figure 10) arid Q-11] 
(Figure 19) directions. The ~ocusons trans~erred energy but 
no matter away from the chain. This energy dissipation in 
a rather small volume, without matter transport, might be 
likened to the "thermal spike" concept proposed by Seitz (15). 
The same form of energy drain occurred in both chains of' all. 
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iron (Figure 10) and all aluminum atoms in the ~110] direc-
tion. 
The results discussed above agree, in general, with the 
resu1ts o~ studies on copper, and iron, even though this 
study employed a model o~ an alloy Fe -j-1• This similarity 
arose :from the f'act that the collision chains studied in the 
(100) and (110 1 directions contained either all iron ox-
all aluminum atoms with no mixing o~ the two species. The 
discussion below will show the poor agreement between this 
study and previous studies when the primary dynamic event 
invol. ves both iron and aluminum a toms. 
All U,.111 (Figures 12, 13, J.4, 15) chains contained 
aluminum atoms separated by three iron atoms. This mixed 
structure greatl.y increased the complexity of' the dynamic 
events. 
It was e~ected that the close-packed nature o~ the 
(1111 direction would necessitate a higher threshold energy 
£or permanent displacement. Erginsoy et al. :found that in 
alpha-iron this threshold was about 38 eV, or a little 
higher than that f'or the Q-10} direction. 
No de~inite threshold could be determined ~or the [1111 
direction in Fet"l, since the character of' the dynamic pro-
cesses was strongly dependent on the relative location of' the 
aluminum atoms with respect to the knock-on atom. It was 
f'ound that, irrespective o:r the starting atom, the knock-on 
was never permanently displaced {even at energies of 89 eV). 
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The series of collision chains initiated at an energy o£ 
about 50 eV at various locations along the [111] axis 
indicated the most extensive motion along the collision chain 
occurred when the primary knock-on, or the first atom in the 
chain, was an iron a tom followed by an aluminum as the 
second atom in the chain (Figure 15}. 
Replacement collisions occurred only at higher energies 
(about 89 eV} and the vacancy was not formed at the original 
site of the knock-on, but rather several lattice distances 
further along the chain. 
The above results indicated that the presence of both 
iron and aluminum atoms in the same chain was responsible for 
the lack of agreement between this and previous investiga-
tions on pure iron. The aluminum a tom has about half the 
mass ot: the iron atom ~d, thus, for the same kinetic energy 
the aluminum atom had a higher velocity. 
At relatively low kinetic energies the iron atoms form-
ing the lattice had a chance to relax and begin their forward 
motion, thus, lowering the kinetic energy needed to cause 
permanent displacement of the aluminum knock-on. Theoreti-
cally, the aluminum a tom could impart a maximum of about 88% 
ot its kinetic energy to the iron atom occupying the lattice 
site immediately following the aluminum knock-on in the chain. 
It was concluded from the results of this investigation that 
at energies sufficiently low to a llow the iron l attice to 
relax the aluminum atom could not transfer sufficient energy 
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to the iron "second11 atom to propagate a replacement chain. 
At higher energies the iron lattice did not have surri-
cient time to relax be.f'ore the aluminum a tom had reached the 
-point of' closest approach between the iron and a1:u:minum atom; 
and, thus, the threshold energy needed by the aluminum atom. 
was higher than normal. It 1-ras apparent :f'rom these results 
that the degree of' relaxation of' the lattice ahead or a dis-
placed a tom had a strong e.f'.f'ect on the energy needed to 
propagate a replacement chain. 
A chain of billiard balls might represent a he~pful. 
analogy. It is apparent that striking the :f'irst billiard 
ball along the axis of' the chain would correspond to a pri-
rna:ry knock-on, and the subsequent motion o:f' the chain or 
billiard balls would closely resemble a replacement chain. 
It is also apparent, .f'rom classical physics, that the 
presence o:r a golf ball in the chain woul.d impede the trans-
.f'er of' kinetic energy and, thus, the progress o:f' the replace-
ment process. · I;t the knock-on in this analogy were the golf' 
ball and not the billiard ball, and i:f this were the only 
gol.f ball present in the chain, it would be anticipated that 
the rep1acement chain would propagate normal1y, as though 
the knock-on were indeed a billiard ball, i:f' and only if' the 
ld.netic energy of the golf' ball were su:f.f'iciently great. 
In the J.ight of' the above analogy, the presence or 
aluminum a. toms along the (111] chain in every :f'ourth J.a t-
tice site would greatly impede the f'oi'I!lation of an extensive 
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replacement chain. It might thus -be assumed that a larger 
initial kinetic energy would be needed to initiate a replace-
ment chain in Fe3Al than was observed in pure iron. From the 
results o:r thi.s investigation, it was apparent that this was 
indeed the case. 
Several. attempts were made to investigate the e.f.fects 
o.f directing knock-ons at small angles (about 1.0 to 1.5°) . 
to the major axis. In all cased the knock-on energy was 
in the range o.f 110 eV and 11 de.focusing" was observed to 
occur as the replacement chain progressed (Figures 8, 9, 19). 
From the earlier results o.f Erginsoy et al. (43) on alpha-
iron, it was assumed that the dei'ocusing was partially pro-
duced by the rather high energy o:r the primary knock-on. 
Erginsoy et al • .found that t:or angles of less than 10° 
focusing occurred in the [lll1 direction, :for energies. 
less than 28 eV and in the (100 1 direction :for energies 
less than 18 ev. 
In the Fe~l alloy additional de.focusing was always 
caused by the presence o.f aluminum atoms in the replacement 
chain, in the (.lll] case (Figure 19) or as near neighbors 
to the chain in the [100] case (Figure 8). The [111) 
replacement chains showed the largest degree o:f de:Cocusing 
when aluminum atoms were involved. This, again, was the 
result ot: the small mass o:r the aluminum atom relative to 
that o:r the iron. The lighter aluminum atom tended to be 
displaced t:rom its normal lattice .site more easily and to a 
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larger extent than the iron atoms. 
When the collision chain was surrounded by alternate 
iron and aluminum atoms, such as in the Q.oo 1 direction, 
the defocusing, that was initiated originally in the G-ool 
(Figure 8) plane tendedto rotate into the (110] plane 
where the aluminum atoms reside because of' their ease of' 
motion. 
An interesting phenomenon associated with def'ocusing 
was a lattice expansion about the axis of the replacement 
chain'. The loss of' energy through this small expansion was, 
again, assumed to be re~ated to a type of "therma~ spike 11 
phenomenon. This mechanism was apparent through the [100] 
def'ocused replacement chain and the early stages o:f the 
\_1111 de:focused rep~acement chain. At the end o:f the Q..1ij 
(Figure 19) collision chain, there was a sudden gross expan-
sion of' the ~attica as the remainder of the kinetic pulse 
was dissipated in all directions in the lattice. This 
expansion was comparable to the nplastic spike 11 postulated 
by Seitz to be associated with a thermal spike. 
The majority of the col~ision chains in the ~oo1 and 
[110} direction contained chains o£ either all aluminum or 
all iron atoms and thus very little disordering was 
observed. It -vras postulated that the largest amount of dis-
ordering would occur in the ~11.] direction with both iron 
and aluminum atoms present. The replacement chain was very 
dif'f'icult to initiate and to propagate, so that the amount 
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or disordering was very sma~1, at ~east to energies or about 
89 eV. 
The largest amount or di.sordering occurred in the dero-
cused chains; especially, in the (111) direction (Figure 
19). This disordering was attributed to the random mixing 
o£ the lattice near the end or the collision chain. 
Chapter VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the results or this investigation on the ordered 
alloy Fe~l· the ~ollowing conclusions were arrived at: 
l. The rinal damaged state a~ter irradiation at or 
near threshol.d levels is ~mpased .pr.ii!le,.~i,-~y ____ ~f - ~£~.~-~! 
de~ects; vacancy-interstitial pairs. 
2. The primary mechanism ~or the rormation o~ Frenkel 
de~ects and for separating the vacancy and interstitial is 
By this mechanism a large number 
o~ replacements may be produced per single displacement 
especially in the (100] direction. An _:tn.~i;ia} . .. ~-~~-~& .. 
loss o~ about l0-15 eV is nE)eded to _initiat~ .th,e replacement 
---- ·· ----- -- ~-~--- ···------ ~~-·-· -----~- - - ---... __ - - -~·"""- ---· ----
c~_iu,. .... hut .... a..:r.t~r ... mi,_i:;, ;hg._!;~g~ ____ tb...~.-chain __ 1l~:r.~.~.se.~ ..... ~.i..t:tl__ ~<?~ 
~~~--~n~ _ _ :!,o s ..§ ·' 
3. The vacancy is a normal. stable de~ect; and the 
interstitial resides in the (1.1.0) direction in a split-
interstitial configuration. Unlike the split-interstitial. 
in alpha-iron, proposed by Erginsoy et al.. (43), the center 
or gravity of the pair does not lie at the center o~ sy.m-
metry ~ormed by the Q-11.1 axis but rather displaced 
slightly to the right. This may not be the ~inal stable 
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state, since time was not available to allow the system to 
become perf'ectly stable. 
4. The threshold __ energy ___ f.Qr_.J2§R~n~n:!L_~:l2 . 2~ic <1;~~-~~-~= 
ment --is strongly directi_9E.al~y_<!_epe,P..d~nt!.. The threshold in 
the [1oo1 direction (all Fe atoms) is 22 eV and that in 
the [1101 direction (either all Fe or all Al) is 44. eV. 
1he presence of' both iron and aluminum a. toms along the (lll] 
axis precluded the determination of a single exact threshold 
energy. The f'orm that the collisions chain takes in the 
~1111 direction is strongly dependent on the location of 
the alUllli.nUill atom. relative to the primary knock-on. 
The resuJ. ts of' the runs in the \f-111 direction may 
be partly explained using a billiard ball and golf' ball 
analogy. Although no single threshold 1<ras determined f'or 
the \_1111 direction, it is concluded that it must be sub-
stantially higher than that i'or either the (100) or Q.1o] 
directions. 
5. Dei'ocusing is i'ound to occur for knock-ens directed 
from 1.0° to l.SO away f'rom the major axis at an energy of 
about 110 eV. The loss of energy in the early stages of' the 
def'ocused replacement chain is related to the 11 thermal spike" 
concept of Seitz (15). Also the relatively large expansion 
oi' the lattice at the end of the \lli) defocused replace-
rr.ent chain is similar to the nplasticity spike 11 also pro-
posed by Seitz. 
The alumintun a toms play a pro~;t15?.A:t._ .. :rol,.~ .. ~- -~creasing 
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the degree of focusing in the and directions. 
-·· ... ~.·.. ····.···-·· --~· ··· · ·· ... · . ' . 
---· -------·"···--··"'-'···" .... ....... , ..... . .... .. 
6. Un11ke the reports of Vineyard (44) (of large 
amounts of disordering in Cu_t-u) t~e runo'lJnt o:e disordering 
~~---~~ --~~-~=!: ... =!:~ .. . ~~~- -~t\l_dy is .. . ve~.Y . ;;un~l.l. ~ Di$9:r.9&~ing ... ia ...... 
only_ prey~~l:. ~!1:~-i~--~fl~----~QQ] ___ ~!!9: .... .... Q!_~]. ______ c_!_~-~?-~.?-~.~g .. __ ~~-~ 
Where a large amo~t of atomic mixi~ occurs near the end 
of the replacement chains. 
Since the Q.oo} and (1101 replacement chains {with-
out defocusing) were composed of only one atomic species, 
7. The "focuson" is a very important mechanism for 
dissipating energy from both replacement chains and defo-
cused replacement chains. This is especially true in the 
Q.10) repl.acement chains t-There :rocusons in the (too] 
and (!l:J1 directions help dissipate energy. 
Chapter VII 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The rollowing set of studies should be made: 
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l. A complete series o~ runs in directions o~~ the 
major diagonals at a variety of energies to determine ~ocus­
ing-defocusing properties o~ the Fe~l lattice; 
2. Higher energy runs in the ~111] direction start-
ing at various knock-on locations to determine a complete 
picture 0~ the erfect o:r aluminum atoms on the \111] 
collision events; and 
3. Single crystal experiments on Fe~l to check on 
threshold energies and other results of this study. 
4. Investigation o:r the stability of various point 
defects; such as the vacancy, interstitial, split-intersti-




Computer Program and Input Data 
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A. Computer Program 
C REVISION OF GRAPE 1 PROGRAM 
C PROGRAM FOR FE 3 AL LATTICE 









17 FORMAT tF15.8) 
18 FORMAT (115) 
19 FORMAT (3115) 
SO FORf., AT(8HlGRAPE , I7,20X,I2,1H/,I2,1H/,I4,21X,4HPAGE,I3J 
52 FORMAT {l6,3Fl5.4,2110) 




COMMON BOXC4096) ,AC( 3), IBNOC 1000) ,E( 1001) ,Xfl000,3)., 
l F 3 ( 100 l) ., I AU X ( 2 7)., I DUX ( 27) , J , L, I, L2, I GAM, BBOX, XX, YY, 
2E2,H,F.,ENGPO,ZZ1(1000l,ZZ2Cl000),ZZ3ClOOOJ,A1C3J 







C THERE ARE 27 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, 26 FOR ATOMS 
C LOCATED AT DIFFERENT PLACES ON THE SURFACE AND ONE 
C FOR AN ATOM IN THE INTERIOR 
C BOUNDARY- CONSTANTS 
0 ~T A I I 8 ( 1 ) , I I B { 2 ) 7 I I 8 ( 3 ) 7 I I B ( 4 ) , I I B ( 5 ) , I I B { 6 ) t I I B C 7 ) ' 
1 I I B C 8) , I I 8 { 9} , I I 8 C 10 ) , I IfH 11 ) , I I B ( 12) , II 8 Cl 3 l , II B C 14) ' 
III8(15), IIBll6), IIB(17l,IIB( l8J,IIB{19),IIBC20) ,IIBC2ll, 
3 I I B ( 2 2) , I I B ( 2 3 J., I I 8 C 24 l, II B ( 2 5), I I fH 26 l /1,4, 2, 15 , l 7, 5, 16' 
418,3,11,13,7,19,20,9,21,25,6,12,14,8,22t24,10,23,26/ 
00 8 I=l, 1000 
DO 8 J=1,3 
8 VCI,Jl=O.O 
C INITIAL PARTICLE VELOCITIES INTRODUCED 





WRITE (3,9) IPROS,MONTH,KAY,IEAR,IA.,IBtiCtNV,NR 
IALP=IA+2 
IBET=C IA+2)*(· IB+2) 
IGAM=CIBET)*(IC+2) 
C ARE THERE ANY VACANCIES 
IF(NV)801~802,801 
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C COMSINE 3-COOROINATES INTO I-COORDINATE 
801 READ {NTIN,800) ((!NV{K,Jl,J=l,3),K=l,NVJ 
DO 803 J=l,NV 
803 IV(J)=900*INVCJ,l}+30*INVCJ,2)+INV(J,3) 
802 CONTINUE 




I 0 2= ( I B+ 1 ) /2 
IE3=IC/2+1 
I03=CIC+l)/2 






























DO 3 I 1= 1, K 1 
IS THIS AN ODD OR AN EVEN PLANE 
IF (11/2*2-11) 102,161,102 
SET UP FOR II 000 
KK 1= 1· 
GO TO 103 
SET UP FOR Il EVEN 
KK1=2 
DO 3 I2=KKl,K2,2 
DO 3 I3=KKI,K3,2 
IF CNV) B04,805,804 
DO 806 J=l,NV 
IN ORDER TO USE ONE NUMBER TO DESCRIBE THE LOCATION 
OF AN ATOM, THE COORDINATES ARE COMBINED INTO ONE NO. 
COMBINE 3-COOROINATES INTO ONE COORDINATE 
KV=900*(Il-ll+30*CI2-l)+I3-l 
SEARCH VACANCY !-COORDINATE TABLE 
IF tKV-IV(JJ) 806,807,806 
GO TO 3 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DETERMINE BOUNDARY TYPE 
M=2* ( ( I 3 +K 3) It Z*K 3) ) + ( K 3- I 3+ ll /K 3+ { 2* ( ( I 2+K 2 l I ( 2 *K2 > ) + 
1CK2-12+1)/K2>*3+C2*(Cll+Kll/(2*Kl)}+(Kl-Il+l)IK1)*9 
STORE COORDINATE IN X-TABLE 
IF(M) 500,600,500 
I 12= Il-l 
122=12-1 
132=13-1 







IF (M) 501,502,501 
M=-I IB (M) 
GO TO 502 
M= I I B ( M) 
X(L,ll=I1-1 
X { L , 2 l = I 2-1 
X { L, 3 )=I 3-1 
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READ IN REPLACEMENTS AND STORE AT END OF X-TARLE 
Ml=N-NR+1 
M=N+1 
IF CM1.EQ.M) GO TO 905 
DO 808 I=M1,N · 
READ lNTIN,904) CXCI,J),J=l,3) 1 18NO{I) 
WRITE (3,904) (X{J,J),J=l,3l,IBND(l) 
TEST FOR BOUNDARY ATOMS 
IF BOUNDARY STORE COORDINATE IN TB TABLE 
DO 10 I= l,N 
IFCIBND(J)) 20,10,20 
MM=I 
DO 21 J-:: 1' 3 
TB( I,J )=X( I,J) 
CONTINUE 
IN THE SRHSX TECHNIQUE AN ARRAY IAUX IS SET UP TO 
DETERMINE THE COORDINATES OF THE FIRST NEIGHBOR BOX TO BE 
SEARCHED. THE LENGTH OF THE TABLE IS IDUX 
SET UP NEIGHBOR SEARCH TABLES 
I=l 
DO 1192 11=1,3 
DO 1192 '12=1• 3 
DO 119 2 I 3= 1, 3 




DETERMINE MAXIMUM VALUES 
Ml=(l4-3*(I1-l)*ll1-2))/2 
M2=ll4-3*(12-l)*(I2-2))/2 
M 3= { 14-3 * ( I 3- 1 ) * ( I 3- 2 ) ) /2 
Jl= I 
DETERMINE BOUNDARY TYPE 
J=I3-1+3*CI2-ll+9*(Il-lJ 
IF ( J) 1193, 1194, 1193 
M=l 
GO TO 1195 
M= I I 8 ( J) +1 
t: NTRY TO TABL E 
IAUX(M)=I 
SET UP SEARCH TABLE FOR THIS BOUNDARY TYPE 
DO 1191 K 1= Ll , M 1 
c 
D 0 11 91 K 2= l 2 , M 2 
DO 1191 K3=L3,M3 
CRITERION_ COORDINATE SUM LESS OR EQUAL TO 6 
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1190 








LENGTH OF TABLE 
IDUX{M)= 1-J 1 
COMPUTE FORCE AND POTENTIAL TABLE 
READ fNTIN,4) AA,BB,RMIN,RMAX 
WRITE (3 1 4) AA,SB,RMIN,RMAX 
READ (1,33) {{Al(IJ,Bltl)),l=l,3) 
33 FORMAT {2F10.6) 




















POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS BEING GENERATED AND STORED 
R0=2.0000 




IF (J-2) 1203,1204,1203 
IF {J-1) 1202,1202,1202 
THIS IS A MORSE TYPE POTENTIAL 
XX=RMIN**2 








GO TO 11 
THIS IS A BORN MAYER POTENTIAL 
XX=RMIN**2 
DO 312 1=1, 1000 
EEE=tAl{Jl*CEXPC-Bl{Jl*SQRT(XX))))/Bl(J) 
EE2(1)=EE2(l)+EEE 
F2( 1 l=F2 (I}+( EEE*Bl ( J)) /SQRT( XX) 
XX=XX+H 
GO TO 11 
THIS IS A SCREENED POTENTIAL 
XX=RMIN**2 









READ (NTIN, 5) DT 
WRITE {3,5) DT 
READ (NTIN,l) M 
WRITE (3,1) M 
RVT=0.46325 
DO 12 J=1,3 
DO 12 I= l,H 
READ CNTIN,6) A{I,J),B(I,J),C(J,J) 
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TEST TO SEE IF PARTICLE IS ALUMINUM OR IRON 
READ CNTIN,1) MOV 
DO 118 I=l,N 
MMM=X(l, l)+Xti 1 2)+X(J,3) 
MTD=MODI MMM, 4) 
IF MTD IS THREE THEN THE ATOM IS AN ALUMINUM . 
IF CMTD-3) 15,16,15 





















GO TO 118 
KAC (I J=O 
CONTINUE 
READ (1,1120) (XM(J),J=l,3) 
FORMAT (3Fl5.4) 
READ tNTIN,7) L,0{1),0(2l,D{3) 
WRITE (3,7) L,D(l),D{2),0(3) 
DO 1121 I=l,MOV -- --
IF CKACCL)r 4000,4001,117 
WRITE (3,171) 
FORMAT (19HlERROR IN KAC TABLE) 
CALL EXIT 
ENGKE=ENGKE+1.04*(0(1)**2+0(2)**2+0(3)**2) 
GO TO 4002 
ENGKE=ENGKE+.5*CD(l)**2+DC2l**2+0(31**2J 
N1=N+l 
00 1121 J=1 1 N1 
IF (XM(1)-X{J 1 ll) 
IF tXM{2)-X(J 7 2)) 
IF CXM{3)-X(J 1 3l) 
00 1126 K=l,3 
V(J,K) :;:O{K) 






CHOOSE CENTER OF CRYSTAL AS ABOUT 4,4,4 
DETERMINATION OF DISTANCE SEPARATING ANY GIVEN ATOMS 
SHOULD APPEAR HERE 
FORMAT (3X,4HOIF=,2X,Fl0.4,2X,4HKAC = , 2 X,IS,2X,I5) 
DO 14 1= 1,N 




WRITE (3,90) T,IPROB,MONTH,KAY~IEAR,N,M,DT,El,E2,MM,IP 
INSEN=O 
DO 35 1=1 1 27 
35 WRITE (3,96) I,IAUX{I),IDUXCIJ 
WRITE (3,98) IALP,IBET,IGAM,ENGKE 
60 IP=l 
68 C0=50.0 
DO 63 I=l,N 
IF {50.-CO) 61,61,62 




62 WRITE (3,52) I,X(I,1J 7 X(I 1 2J,X{I,3),1BND(I),KAC(IJ 
CO=CO+l.O 
63 CONTINUE 
DO 64 J=l 1 3 
WRITE {3 7 50) IPROB,MONTH,KAY,IEAR,IP 
IP=IP+l 
WRITE (3,53) 
DO 64 I= l,M 
64 WRITE (3,7) I.,A(I,J),B(l,J),C{I,J) 
90 FORMAT (El5.4 7 IS,I2,I2,I4,2I5,3E15.4,2l4) 
91 FORMAT {//,3HX= ~El5.8,2X,3HY= 1 El5.8 7 2X,IS,I5) 
92 FORMAT (//,4HTB= 1 //,E15.8,2X 1 15,2X,I5) 
94 FORMAT (//,2HN=,ZX,[5,3X,5HIBND=,2X,I5) 
95 FORMAT {//,2HE=,2X,E15.8,2X,3HEE=,2X,El5.8) 
96 FORMAT (//, I5,2X 1 5HIAUX=, I5 7 2X,SHIDUX= 7 I5) 
97 FORMAT {//,3HIK=,ZX,l015) _ _ 
98 FORMAT (// 1 5HIAlP=,I5 1 2X 1 5HIBET=,I5,2X,5HIGAM=~I5,2X, 
l6HENGKE-=,E15.4) 
C GRAPE CODE CGRZIOB PART 2 
C GRAPE PART 2 REVISED FOR FINAL TIME FOR B.C.C. OF 
C TWO MASSES 
3051 FORMAT ()H 1 7Fl5.6) 
3050 FORMAT {6(F7.2 1 F5.2)) 
4052 FORMAT C23HlBEGIN PROCESSING GRAPE,lX,I4,5X,I2,1H/, 
li2,1H/,J4) 
4050 FORMAT {21HNORMAL END OF PROGRAM) 
4051 FORMAT(' PROGRAM BEING TERMINATED DUE TO TOO LARGE', 
l' A DISCREPANCY AT T= 1 ,F9.3) 
4053 FORMAT {22H PROGRAM RAN THRU T = ,F9.3, 
l31H AND DT IS NOW BEING CHANGED TO,F7.3) 
C READ INPUT TAPE 
READ{ 1,3050) (TT({) ,OTN( l) ,1=1,6) 
00 333 I=l,6 
333 WRITE (3,3333) TT(I},DTN(I) 
3333 FORMAT {2X,2F7.2) 
NT=l 
C INITIALIZE TIME STEP COUNT 
I NOl= 1 
























READ INITIAL 5 RECORDS 




INS EN== I 
WE ARE ASSUMING SECOND LAYER FORCES SMALL 
DO 9900 I==l 1 M 





DO 1004 I=l,.M 
00 1004 J=l,3 
C2(I,Jl=C2CI,Jl/OT 
Cti,Jl=C{l,J)/DT 
FORMAT (2X 7 2HC= 7 2X,E15.4) 
TIME STEP INITIALIZATION 






SETUP TABLE BOX(J), J DETERMINED BY COORDINATE 
BOX CONTAINS PARTICLE NUMBER 
THIS PLACES EACH OF THE PARTICLES IN A BOX 
THAT THE CRYSTAL HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO 
DO 111 I=1.,N 







INITIALIZE PARTIAL ACCELERATION SUMS 




DO 431 I=l,N 
L=I 
I=L 
CALCULATE NEIGHBOR CONTRIBUTION TO ACCELERATION 
AND POTENTIAL ENERGY OF PAIR FORCES 
CALL SRHBX 
IF PARTICLE IS ON BOUNDARY CALCULATE 
BOUNDARY INFLUENCE 
RATIO OF ATOMIC MASS ES == RAT 
RAT=2.07 
IF (IBNO{I)) 40,420,401 
L=-IBNDCI) 
83 
EN Gl= ENGL- ( ( V ( I , U-X { I, l) ) ** 2 J *C 2 ( L, 1 l- { ( V ( I., 2)- XC I , 2) ) **2) 
l*C2(L,2)-{(V(I,3)-X( 1,3) )**2l*C2CL,3) 
444 FORMAT (2X,5HENGL=,2X,El5.4) 
DX=XCI,lJ-TBCI,l) 
OY=X(I 7 2)-TB(I,2) 
DZ=X(I 7 3)-TBCI,3l 
ENGSP=ENGSP-A2 (l, 1 l*DX-A2( L, 2l*OY-A2{L,3)*0Z-.5* 
l{B2(L,ll*CDX**2)+82(L,2l*CDY**2l+B2<L,3)*fDZ**2)) 
555 FORMAT (2X,6HENGSP= 7 2X,E15.4) 
678 FORMAT (2X,3El8.4,Il0) 
AC(l)=AC(l)+A2(L,l)+OX*B2CL,l)+(V(I 1 1}-X(I,lll*C2(L,l) 
AC(2)=AC(2)+A2(L,2)+0Y*B2CL,2)+(V(I,2)-Xtl,2))*C2CL,2) 
ACC3l=ACC3)+A2tl,3)+DZ*B2CL,3)+(Vfi 1 3)-X{I,3))*C2(L,3) 
C IS THIS PARTICLE IRON OR ALUMINUM 
420 IF (KAC(!)) 430,43,43 
430 VC I,1)={2.0/RATl*CACtll*DOT)+2.0*Vfi,lJ-X(I,l) 
VCI,2)=(2.0/RAT>*CACC2l*ODTl+2.0*Vfi,2J-X(I,2) 
VCJ,3)=(2.0/RAT)*fACC3)*00T)+2.0*V{l,3)-X(!,3) 
GO TO 431 
43 V(I,ll=(AC{l)*OOT+V( I, 1) )+{AC( U*OOT+V( 1,1} J-X(l,l) 
VCI,2)=(ACC2)*00T+V(I,2l}+{AC(2)*0DT+VCI,2l)-XCI,2l 
VCI,3)=(AC(3)*0DT+V(l 1 3))+{AC(3)*00T+V{I,3)J-X(I,3) 
GO TO 431 
401 L=IBND{I) 
C CALCULATE VARIOUS ENERGIES AND CHECK DISCREPANCY 
ENGL= ENGL -( ( V (I, U- X { I, 1 J ) ** 2 J *C { L, 1 l- { < V (I, 2) -X (I , 2 l) **2 l 
1 *C { L • 2 ) - ( ( V ( I , 3 ) -X ( I , 3 ) ) ** 2) *C ( L, 3 ) 







AC ( 1) = AC ( 1) +A ( l , 1 ) +0 X* B ( L, 1 ) + { ( V { I , 1}-X { I , 1 l l ) *C ( L, 1 l 






GO TO 431 
42 V(J,1)=(ACCl}*OOT+V{ I,l))+(AC{ll*DDT+V(J,l))-X{I,l) 
V ( I, 2} = ( AC ( 2) *DDT+ V { I, 2) l + { AC ( 2) *DOT +V ( I , 2) ) -X (I t 2) 
V(I,3l=(AC(3)*0DT+V(I,3))+(AC(3)*0DT+V(I,3J)-X(I,3) 
431 CONTINUE 
DO 45 I= l,N 
XC I, l)={V( I, 1 )+X( I,l) >*.5 
X( I 1 2) == {V(I.,2J+X(I,2) )*.5 
XCI,3l = (V(I,3)+XCI,3))*.5 
EK 1= V (I • U - X (I, 1) 
EK2=V(I 1 2)-X(J,2) 
EK~=V(J,3)-X(I,3) 















WRITE (3,590) ENKEl 
590 FORMAT (2X,24HKENETIC ENERGY KNOCK ON=,El5.4) 
WRITE (3,6661 ENGKG 








IF CLL) 3000,3000,2000 
2000 ENGTO=ENGKA+ENGPO+ENGSP 
3000 OESCR=ENGTO-ENGKA-ENGSP-ENGPO-ENGLO 
WRITE {3.,7771 DESCR 








IF {TOLl-TOL} 3007,30077 3002 
3007 LL=MOO (K ·, 4) 
IF {LL) 3012,3012,3011 
3011 CONTINUE 
IN01=INOl+l 
TEST FOR EVEN OR ODD TIME STEP 
EVEN TIME STEP 
IS RUN TO BE ENDED OR DT CHANGED 









00 299 I=1,N 
299 WRITE (3,566) I 1 VCI 7 1) 7 V(J,2),V(I,3)?IBND(I),X(I,ll, 
lX{ I,2),X( 1 1 3),1 
566 FORMAT (!6 7 2X,3HVX= ~El2.4 7 2X,3HVY=,El2.4,2X,3HVZ=, · 
1El2.4,2X 1 I4,2X,3Fl2.4,2X,l6) 
WRIT£ (3,76) IPROB 7 MONTH 7 KAY,IEAR,T,N 
WRITE (3,305l)OT,ENGKA,ENGPO,ENGSP,ENGLO,ENGTO,OESCR 
WRITE (3 1 3051) ENGKE,EGKAl,EGPOl,EGSPt,EGLOl,EGTOl,DSCRl 






IF CTT(NTl-T) 4101,4101 7 101 
WRITE (3,4050) 
CALL EXIT 
TEST FOR OT CHANGE OR END OF RUN 
IF (OTN(NT)) 10001 4102 7 1000 
DO 1002 I=l,N 
DO 1002 J=l 11 3 
1002 V(I,J)={(V{I,Jl-X{I,J))/DT)*DTNCNT)+X{I,J) 
DO 1003 I=l,M 







WRITE (3,4053) T,DT 
GO TO 101 
C TOLERANCE OUTSIDE LIMITS HAS IT BEEN REPEATED 
3002 LL=MOO{K,2) 
IF CLL) 3006,3006,4005 






GO TO 3005 
THIS STEP HAS NOT BEEN REPEATED TRY AGAIN 
GO TO 3007 
FOR CHECK 
WRITE {3 1 5004) 
FORMAT (22H TOL OVER LIMIT REPEAT) 
GO TO 9041 
9041 CONTINUE 





GO TO 1000 
GO TO 101 
ODD TIME STEP 
K=K 






GO TO 101 
1111 FORMAT (2X,I5) 
70 FORMAT (El5.4,15,I2,I2,I4,215,3El5.4,2I4) 
71 FORMAT (2El5.4,2El5.4) 
72 FORMAT (3£15.4) 
73 FORMAT CE15.4,E15.4 1 E15.4) 
74 FORMAT (15,E15.4,E15.4) 
76 FORMAT (3X,IS,I5,I5,I5 1 El5.4 1 15J 
86 
55 FORMAT (2X,I4,2X,3HVX=,El5.4,2X,3HVY=,E15.4,2X,3HVZ=, 
1El5.4l 
75 FORMAT t4El5.4i4El5.4,4El5.4,E15.4,14) 














lF3(1001),1AUXl27), IDUX(27),J,L,I,L2 1 IGAM,BBOX,XX,YY, 
2E2,H,F,ENGPO,ZZlflOOOl ,ZZ2( 1000),ZZ3( 1000) ,Al(3) 
3,Fl(l001),EE2(1001),F2{1001),EE3Cl001),IMNT,IK{2735), 
4ZZ,RR,El,Bl(3l,EE1Cl001) 
IF (J.GT.4096) GO TO 40 
IF CBOX(J).GT.O) GO TO 10 
BOX(J}=L c 
GO TO 30 
10 IF (80X(J)/100l.GT.O) GO TO 20 
BOX(J)=BOXCJ)+lOOl*L 




40 CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE SRHBX 
C 0 M M ON 8 0 X ( 4 0 9 6 ) , A C ( 3 ) , I 8 N D{ l 0 0 0 ) , E { 1 0 0 1 ) , X { l 0 0 0 , 3 ) , 
1 F3 ( 1001) , I AUX ( 27), IDUX ( 2 7) , J., L, I, L2, I GAM, BBOX, XX 1 YY, 
2E2,H,F,ENGPO,ZZ1(10001,ZZ2{10001,ZZ3(1000) 1 Al(3) 
3,Fl(l00l),EE2(100l),F2(1001),EE3(1001l,IMNT,IK{2735), 
4ZZ,RR,E1,81(3J,£E1(1001) 
INTE.GER "BOX, BBOX 





GO TO 692 
691 IBNO{l}=IMNT/10000 
J=IMNT-IBNDCI1*10000 





K= IOU X ( L 2) 
Kl=IAUXtLZ)-1 
DO 178 KK=l,K 
JJ=.J+IKCKl+KK) 
IF (JJ)l78,178,131 




135 IF (80X{JJ))l38 7 178,138 
138 BBOX=BOX(JJ) 
139 L=MOO(BBOX 7 100l) 
IF {L-Il 176,176,143 
143 XX=X(I 7 1)-X(L,1) 
IF (ABS{XX)-2.5) 147,147~176 
147 YY=Xfi~2)-X(l,2} 
I F ( A B S ( YY) -2. 5 ) 151 , t 5 1 , 1 7 6 
151 ZZ=X{Iw3l-X(L,3) 
IF CABSCZZ)-2.5) 156,156,176 
156 RR=XX*XX+YY*YY+ZZ*ZZ 












F = H* { F 3 { I H + 1 ) - F 3 { I H ) } + F 3 ( I H ) . 
ENGPO=ENGPO+EE3tiH)+H*(EE3CIH+1)-EE3CIH)} 
GO TO 512 
F=H*(F2( IH+l}-F2CIH) )+FZ(IHJ 
ENGPO=ENGPO+EE2{IH)+H*CEE2CIH+lJ-EE2tlH)) 
GO TO 512 
F = H* ( F lC I H + 1 ) - F 1 ( I H ) ) + F 1 ( I H ) 
ENGPO=ENGPO+EEl(lHl+H*(EElCIH+1)-EEl{lHJ) 
GO TO 512 
CONTINUE 
XX=F*XX 
AC ( 1 ) =XX +AC ( 1} 
YY=F~•YY 
AC ( 2) = AC ( 2) + YY 






IF CBBOX) 139,178,139 
178 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
181 CALL EXIT 
END 
Note: The definitions of the variables used in this 
88 
program are identical to those used by M. Larson ( (49). 
B. Input Data for Computer Program 
The fo11owlng data ls needed in part, or in whole, 
to initiate a dynamic event ln the prevtously presented 
program. 
1. The general starting statistics needed for each 
program, IPROB , MONTH.KAY,IEAR,IA,IB,IC,NV,NR. 
FORMAT(I5,I2,I2,I4,5I2) 
a. IPROB - problem number. 
b. MONTH number of the month of the year. 
c. KAY - day of the month. 
d. IEAR - year. 
e,. IA,IB,IC - dimensions of the crystal in the 
X,Y. and Z directions respectively (in unlts 
of t the Pe3A1 unit cell edge). 
f. NV the number of vaca ncies introduced 
(usua lly zero) • 
g. NR - the number of replacement atoms intro-
duced (usually zero). 
2. The coordinates of the vaca ncies introduced into 
the lattice (not usually used), INV(K,J),J=l,J, 
K=l,NV. 
FORMAT(24IJ} 
J. Data needed for replacement atoos (not usually 
used), (X(I,J),J=1,3),IBND(I). 
FORMAT(JF15.4,I15) 
a. X(I,J) - the coordinates of each replacement 
atom with 1dentlf1cation number I. 
b. IBND(I) - boundary condition of the replace-
ment atom I. 
4. Data for calculation of the entries for the 
single potential function table, AA,BB,RMIN, 
RMAX. 
FORMAT(4E15.4) 
a. AA - pre-exponential constant used in cal-
culating potential function. 
b. BB ' - exponential constant. 
90 
c. RMIN - minimum separation of two atoms for 
which the potential interaction is considered. 
d. RMAX - maximum separation of tloTO atoms for 
which the potential interaction is considered. 
5. Potential function constants for a combination of 
three potentials, (Al(I),Bl(I),I=l,)). 
FORr-fAT ( 2Fl 0. 6) 
a. Al(I) - pre-exponential constants for each of 
the three potential funtions. 
b. Bl(I) - exponential constants for each of the 
three potential functions. 
6. Time step increment, DT. 
FORHAT(E15.4) 
?. Total number of boundary types corresponding to 
the possible locations of an atom on the surface 
of the crystallite •. M (taken as 26 in all the 
calculations). 
FORMAT(I15) 
a. Constants representing the additional forces 
supp11ed to the surface atoms of the crystallite, 
A(I , J),B(I ,J),C(I.J). 
FORMAT()E15.4) 
a . A( I,J) - constant surface force on the atom 
with 1dent l f icatlon number I, in the J direc-
tion. 
b. B(I,J) - spring constants for surface atoms. 
o. C(I,J) - viscous damping constants for sur-
f ace atoms (taken a s zero in these calcula-
tl.ons) . 
9 . Number of 1nl. t1ally moving atoms, MOV. 
FORKAT (I15) 
10. Coordinates of 1n1tlally moving particle, 
X)I(J ),J=1,3. 
FORMAT (JF1.5.4) 
11. Data needed to i dentify primary knock-on, L, 
D( 1 ) , D( 2) • D( 3) • 
FORMAT(Il5 .3E1 5.4) 
a . L - 1dent1flcat1on number of initially mov-
1ng particle. 
b. 0(1).0(2 ),0(3) - velocities of initially 
moving particle ln the X,Y, and Z directions 
res pectively. 
12. Data for de termining the length of the program 
and tlme step c hanges, (TT(I),DTN(I),I=1,6). 
FORMAT(6 ( F7.2,F!).2)) 
91 
a. TT(I) - total time that program is to run 
until terminated or time step changed. 
b. DTN(I) - new time step used after the program 
has run a total time of TT(I) and the time 




Calculation of Constants 
A. Calculation of Constant Surface Forces 
The spring forces applied to the surface atoms were 
chosen so as to balance the effects of near and second 
near neighbor atoms just below the surface of the cry-
stallite. At normal equilibrium separations this surface 
force must be calculated from the derivative of the 
Morse potential: 
_0(r): Dtexp (-2c<.(r-r0 }J -2exp (-QI..(r-r0 )J~ (1) 
where, 
6 -1 D=0.6205 eV ol.=-1. 28 unit ro= 2.000 units 
· ·-
and the unit of length is one half the unit cell edge of 
· Fe3Al (see Appendix C). 
The derivative of the interaction potential with 
respect to r gave the force between two atoms separated by 
a distance "r". 
F(r ).= d~(r) = D ~ -2C(exp ( -2«(r-r >]+ zc<exp [- o<. (r-r )] ~ 
r l... o o ( 2 ) 
with the constants the same as given above. Having con-
sidered only first and second near neighbor contributions 
the resultant normal force was seen to be: 
(J) 
so that from equation 2z 




F(,(T):: D \, - 3 .. 256exp \:_-3.256(1. 732-2. 000)1 + J. 256exp 
(-1.628•(1 . 732-2.000)1~ . 
or 
The total normal foroe was then ~ound ~rom equation 3. 
~0~4•(-1.707)•1/f':J.950(eV unit-1 ) 
In the computer calcul a tions the spring ~orce was 
carried as 1/2000 the force calculated above so that the 
mass or the atoms would not need to be considered (see 
un1 t mass. ppend1x C). 
B. Calculation of Spring Constants for Surface Atoms 
The sprlng constants used in this program were cal-
culated 1n the manner desc ribed by Gibson, et al. (35) 
94 
tor F.c.c. oopp~r. The cubic crystallite was first replaced 
by a sphere or equal volume assumed to be surrounded by 
an 1nf1n1te isotropic homo geneous elastic medium. This 
sphere was then a llowed to expand from a radius of R 
to R+dR 1 such that the elasticity equations predicted a 
surface pressure proportional to the displacement of the 
surface dR of: 
P=(4p/R) dR 
where p.. lfas the shear modulus of the medium; equal to 
c44 in these calculations. The effective normal spring 
(4) 
95 
constant was then found by dividing P by the total number of 
atoms per unit area of the original cube face. Since the 
constant was proportional to dR, the spring constant was 
taken to be the force per unit surface displacement, dR. 
The computations were done as follows: 
Volume of sample crystallite (12x12x12 in units of 
1/4 Fe3Al unit cell edge): 
Vc:(e)J:::: (12)3=1728 units) 
Volume of equivalent sphere: 
Vs=4/J'n"RJ:: 1728 R=10.9 units 
From Leamy (48) c44 for FeJAl was found to be: 
c44:1.303 * 1012 dynes/cm2 
and from equation (4): 
P:: 4 ( 1 • 3 03 * 1 o 12 ) JR _ 
- 10.9 Q - dR~4.76*1011 dynes 
cm2 unit 
The total surface area of the cube was: 
A:12*12*6=864 units2 
The total number of surface atoms in this array was 220, 
so that the number of atoms per unit area was: 
N b it - 220 - 2555 um er per un area-~·,~ . 
and from this the pressure per atom was calculated to be: 
_4.76*to11 12 
P- -. 255 = 1. 795*10 
and afte~ _ changing units the final value was arrived at 
for the normal spring constant on a surface atom (divided 




By e mploying the concept or a cylindrical crystallite, 
Gibson, et al . (35) indicated that the tangential spring 
constant, kt • could be round from the relations 
kt=l/4~'\ 
so th t. 
ktf5.05•10-J eV/un1t. 
APPENDIX C 
Units Used in Computer Calculations 
The basic unit of length was taken to be 1/4 the 
Fe3Al unit cell edge: 
1 =- 1. 000 unit=- 1. 3250° A 
0 
the unit of time was considered so that a 1000 eV aluminum 
atom would have unit velocity, 
4 -15 t = 3. 32*10 sec. 0 . 
the unit of energy was taken to be one electron volt or: 
E0 =- 1. 602*1o-12erg 
and the unit velocity was: 
6": 
v:0 -::. 8. 46*10 em/sec. 
The unit mass was calculated to be 1/2000 the mass of the 
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APPENDIX D 
TABLE OF COMPUTER .RUNS 
Direction 
Run of Final 
Number Knock-on Number Type Co ordinates Energy Time Remai'ks 
1 (100] 280 Fe 6,6,6 46eV 35 A series of replacement col-
lisions was initiated that 
soon extended past the boun-
da!'y of the c!'ystal. 
2 (1oo1 110 Fe 2,6,6 46eV 40 A series of replacement col-
lisions with vacancy for.med 
at initial location of knock-
on and interstitial several 
unit distances away. 
3 (1oo1 110 Fe 2,6,6 32eV 46 Replacement chain with fewer 
replacements than above; 
above threshold. 
4 (1oo1 110 Fe 2,6,6 2~ev 42 Replacement chain barely ini-tiated; just above threshold. 
5 [1oo) llO Fe 2,6,6 2leV 35 Knock-on not displaced perma-
nently; below threshold 
enei'gy. 
6 ~111 143 Al 3,3,5 43eV ~4 Aluminum atom oscillates in potential well of initial 
location; below threshold. 
"7 l+ll] 143 Al 3,3,5 47eV 59 Srume as No. 6, but with more 
motion. 
8 ~111 143 Al 3,3,5 50.7eV 60 Still no permanent. displace- \0 
ment of the A1 atom; below ()) 
thi'eshold. 
APPENDIX D (cont 1d) 
Direction 
Run of Final 
Number Kno·ck-on Number Type Coordinates Energy Time Remarks 
9 llllJ 142 Fe 3,3,3 39.7eV 60 Unlike no!'ma.l replacement 
chain, the atoms further 
along the chain were dis-
placed more than those at 
the beginning; below thresh-
old. 
10 (111) 142 Fe .3,3,3 soev 60 Srume result as No. 9, only 
more extended. 
11 [1111 94 Fe 2,2,2 56eV 70 Same as Nos. 9 and 10 with 
more motion. Aluminum atoms 
oscillate in their potential 
wells. Below threshold. 
12 (lll] 187 Fe 4,4,4 ~9eV 70 Still no permanent displace-
ments. 
13 ~11] 94 Fe 2,2,2 89.4eV 62 Replacement collisions not initiated with knock-on, but 
several unit lengths along 
the collision chain. Motion 
of Al atoms very significant. 
l4 ~110] 144 Fe 3,-3, 7 23.3eV 32 No permanent displacement; below threshold. 
15 ~101 144 Fe 3,3,7 33.~eV 70 Same as No. 14. 
16 ~10] 144 Fe 3,3,7 23.3eV 37 . Test to see if event was 





APPENDIX D (cont'd) 
Direction 
Run of Final 
Number Knock-on Number Type Coordinates Energy Time Remarks 
17 ~1101 144 Fe 3,3,7 $OeV 42 Single replacement formed 
j~st past knock-on. Split 
interstitial formed by the 
knock-on and first replaced 
atom; above threshold. 
18 (110] 144 Fe 3,3,7 4J..4eV 42 No permanent displacement; below threshold. Focusons 
drew energy away from col-
lision chain. 
19 \;1o] 144 Fe 3,3,7 50eV 66 Same as No. 18. Trying for 
stable equilibrium. 
20 ~10] 144 Fe 3,3,7 . 50eV 152 Run to stability of "split-interstitial." 
21 (110J 143 Al 3,3,5 ' 39eV 60 Below threshold, with same 
results as for the Fe knock• 
on. 
22 G.1o1 143 Al 3,3,5 46.2eV 60 Just above threshold. 
23 ~10] 143 Al 3,3,5 51.2eV 60 Well above threshold to check 
on No. 22. Results very sim-
ilar to iron lmock-on. 











Number Knock-on Number 'l'ype 
25 l.S' 155 Al 
fran 
(100] 
26 1.0° 142 Fe 
from 
[lllj 
APPENDIX D (cont'd) 
Final 
Coordinates Energy Time 
3,7,5 l05eV 60 
3,3,3 l07eV 60 
Remarks 
Gross defocusing, especially 
at Al atoms. Al knock-on 
not permanently displaced. 
Gross defocusing, especially 
at Al atoms. Extensive lat .. 
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